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The results
can be
life-threatening
Ectopic pregnancy is now the second leading cause
of maternal mortality in the United States.
Ectopic pregnancies can be a serious consequence
of bipolar electrocoagulation techniques.

Studies indicate that these electrocoagulation sterilization procedures
have a failure rate comparable to
other methods, but when they
DO fail the results can b e |
fatal.
Women sterilized by cauterization methods have
been observed to have a
subsequent higher percentage of fistula formation. Small tubal fistulas
can form through tubal walls
permitting sperm to pass
through these openings into the peritoneal cavity and fertilize the ovum.
The resulting ectopic pregnancy is potentially life threatening.
Fistula formation is often observed 3-6
years after electrocoagulation — long
after most patients are lost to follow-up

studies by their physicians and
researchers.

Minimize Your Liabilities
The KLI Falope-Ring® Band
System is a safe alternative
to the ectopic risks of
electrocoagulation and is
the natural choice for
uncomplicated female
sterilization.
This inert, radiopaque sil• icone band is simply applied
to a looped section of the fallopian
tube during a laparoscopic procedure.
Sterilization is reliable and highly
effective.
Because ectopic pregnancies are a
serious problem with bipolar electrocoagulation, consider the KLI FalopeRing Band — the safe choice.
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MERLE HOFFMAN

I am going to miss Ronald Reagan. Miss
him in places of personal history and political passion. Miss him in a very special
way because of the unique place he holds
in my life, both objectively and in comparison to other men in the public arena
who have entered uninvited to mine.
I remember the early days of our relationship—the glory years after his first
election in 1980—the general euphoria,
the heightened expectations—the sense
of things changed and forever changing.
A cocktail party conversation soon after Reagan's ascension revealed that even
my Democratic/Liberal colleagues were
swept up by the general euphoria of his
election. "Well, we have to give the man a
chance.. .People change once they're in
office," etc., etc. But I knew differently.
No, I felt differently. The feelings in my
guts told me that there was a clear, present
danger with this man. A danger made
even more palpable and insidious because
of the charming quality of its packaging.
I remember one photograph in particular. It was of Reagan in a motorcade after
his inaugural address. Bedecked in an elegant morning suit, the camera managed
to capture him at an upward angle to his
face, standing in his automobile, waving
at the crowds. He looked marvelously
handsome, powerful and virile. His triumph and exhuberant confidence spilled
out with abandon. I looked at that picture
for a very long time and only now in retrospect have I become aware that some of
the feelings he created in me included
envy. Envy of this man in this position, in
this place and time. This man holding the
untold, unspoken and uncounted energies of millions of Americans whose
hopes, dreams, visions and fantasies he
was expected to fulfill.
The country was awash in an orgy of
growing expectations and I was full of
envy and alienation. The alienation that
comes when feelings translate to intellect
and the mind knows where it has to take
you. For even as I felt pulled towards the
image in the photograph, even as I under-

stood the passionate joy of the crowds
and wanted to share it in some primal way,
I was afraid.
Ronald Reagan was never afraid, and
so we were not. At least we were not supposed to be. But I was afraid. Afraid that
in the enormous, generous desire of
Americans to be good, Reagan would
lead them astray with promises of hope,
prosperity, world domination and military transcendence. Reagan would lead
and they would follow and I would be left
out in the cold with all the other so-called
"special interest groups"—the women,
Blacks, minorities, dissidents. The others
who would not or could not choose to
follow the Reagan politics of exclusion
and alienation.
And in the coldness of that outside
place I felt a growing anger and aloneness. And I slowly came to feel the heavy
awareness of the adversarial necessity of
our relationship.
So began my individual odyssey. Very
early in 19811 started to travel the country
to share my perceptions of Reagan and all
that he meant with others who were also
out in the cold. I travelled to the small
towns in the midwest, the wine counties
of southern California, to a dark, forbidding Detroit and home to Philadelphia to
bring my messages regarding women,
abortion, pluralism and civil rights to any
place willing to put me on the air or give
me a debate. I accused Reagan, that great
champion of the unborn, of swelling the
ranks of the aborted by his economic policies. In 1982 I published a study of 200
women prior to their abortions which revealed that the majority of women interviewed did not consider themselves to be
pro-choice. In fact, they never imagined
themselves in a position where they would
be considering the choice of abortion.
Never until they were faced with circumstances that led to that very decision.
Then their moral/religious value structure had to undergo a profound alteration
to enable them to perform an act that they
once had considered morally reprehensible. What caused such a stir nationally
about this study, which I called "Abortionomics", was that the majority gave
"economic pressure" as the driving reason for their abortions. Within the cult of
"Reaganomics" that preached and reinforced individualism, careerism and material benefit, these women were choosing
second mortgages and second cars over
second babies. And they did not see, nor
could they see, any connection between
their choice of abortion and the economic
policies that led them to it. Indeed, the
very idea of a connection between the realities of their everyday lives and the political ruling system were continually denied
or minimized.
Reagan successfully managed to adPHOTO: BETTYE LANE

dress issues of personal pain with a fluency of script that enabled people to believe that their problems were more a
result of misplaced "liberal values" than
a symptom of general social/political decline. Indeed, two days before the election
on November 6,1988, Reagan was quoted
in the New York Times as saying, "On
election day what you are really choosing
is more than a slate of candidates, it's a
vision of America, a dream we share."
America, the shared vision. America,
the idea and ideation, the cumulative
result and creation of millions of pieces of
dreams, hopes and struggles. America,
existing as a place in the mind articulated
by politicians who court us with promises
of consumating those dreams. The great
dream collectors—F.D.R. and J.F.K.—
managed to create this connection between the people and their fantasies—a
sense of America that was more than the
sum of its individuals. But Ronald
Reagan created an America that consisted
of a herd of individuals—a herd that drew
its character from continually reflecting
back on itself.
Ronald Reagan was pure folk art—
almost uni-dimensional in the simplicity
of his image. A wooden cameo in bas relief, casting no shadows.
Yes, I am going to miss Ronald Reagan.
Miss the sweet, simple, ideological pronouncements. The leader riding off into
the sunset. The odd tilt of the head with
the half smile that minimized and seduced at the same time. I will miss having
Reagan as my adversary because he was
so easy, so obvious, so incredibly simplistic that I was always amazed that everyone
else didn't see through him. Or perhaps it
was just because they couldn't, or didn't
want to, that he achieved so high a level of
popularity. Reagan was infuriating to me
in his affability—nothing truly angered
him publicly other than the attacks on his
wife's shopping. All things political,
moral and social were for him equalized
and rhetorically neutralized. Even his legendary lack of acute intelligence and
true insight made him more lovable to the
people—he was accessible and he shared
his fantasies with us.
Fantasies of America, Americans and
the American Woman. For Ronald
Reagan did not rule alone. The male image he projected was supported, reinforced and sold through the expression of
and the assistance of his "First Lady".
The quintessential expression of The
Reaganesque Republican female form
was the President's wife, Nancy.
Nancy Reagan, bright, ambitious, talented, manipulative, thin and always "at
his side"—adoring, simpering, supporting silently and verbally, continually articulating the Establishment's version of
the American Woman writ large—always
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in second place and apparently proud and
happy to be there standing by her man,
while behind the scenes she rivals Machiavelli in tactics.
Nancy's only publicly allowed expression of pure ambition was as a lioness
protecting her cub—through her verbalized continual concern about her husband's legacy in history.
Her queenly image belied the reality of
a woman who could not control her passion for designer clothing—the only socially acceptable lust for a woman of her
class and position—the lust for power being channelled through her husband.
Nancy's issue was drugs, the things
that people take when they don't feel connected to the collective dream. Her slogan
"Just Say No" could be the slogan for
Reagan's presidency which played out the
themes of exclusivity and exclusion. Just
Say No to those women, Blacks, children
—Just Say No to all those people who
have the temerity to think that the government owed them something
Ronald Reagan's monarchial presidency following the "Divine Right Of Republicans" through the law of primogeniture insured the continuance of his
"legacy" through the election of his ideological and political "son" George Bush.
Bush, who, in his now famous campaign one liner of "read my lips,'' sent out
messages that he intends to give America
an even more insidious passive and dependent female form than his predecessor.
Witness his equivocation on the issue
of whether or not women would receive
criminal penalties if abortion became illegal. Not having given the issue enough
thought (after more than eight years as
Vice President) he was forced to consult
an adviser after the second debate and
publicly came to the dubious conclusion
that women were the' 'second victims" of
abortion.
By placing women in a "second victim" category, George Bush was merely
continuing the view of women that his
predecessor had institutionalized: no
Equal Rights Amendment, lack of adequate day care, no parental leave, no economic parity, etc. Women were already
second-class citizens; now Bush was
merely expanding their role to that of
second-class victims! The equivocal nature of his response only served to reinforce the notion that women are indeed
merely receptacles of others' beliefs and
motivations as well as receptacles for their
sperm. That women are not active moral
agents with their own free will able to
make their own life choices.
This message of enforced "femininity' ' and passivity is brilliantly played out
through the images that our new "first
lady" Barbara Bush expresses. Barbara
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Bush, strong, independent-minded matriarch, non-threatening and grandmotherly. Her refusal to bend to the pressures
of "youth fashion" by not changing her
gray hair color or becoming svelte; her
dedication to the war on illiteracy, only
serve to enhance her traditional image.
Barbara is there to remind us, lest we
forget, on just whose side she and all
women should be: on and by the sides of
their husbands. People Magazine (November 21,1988) in describing Mrs. Bush
stated: "For 43 years Barbara Bush has
followed her husband's ambition wherever it led." This "standing by the status
quo" of women in public positions only
serves to enhance and reinforce any political moves to the traditional role model of
women in society. These women not only
support the Male Establishment, but actively participate in minimizing, downplaying and even jeopardizing other

I am going to miss
Ronald R e a g a n . . .
in a very special
way because of the
unique place he holds
in my life.. .
women. According to the New York Post
(January 24,1989) "There has been widespread speculation that Barbara is prochoice. She has refused to spell out her
personal position but says she stands behind her husband." This is the husband
who as one of his first official acts made a
telephone call of support to anti-choice
activists converged in Washington.
Barbara Bush can kill, but with a smile,
the way a lady is supposed to. Her comment about Gerry Ferraro after the debate with her husband proved that ability:
"She's a word that rhymes with rich."
Interestingly, Bush's refusal to bend to
the confines of fashion place her in a potentially radical role. Doris Willens, writing in the editorial pages of the New York
Times, says that "as a woman of a certain
age, I am awed by her self-confident acceptance of the life cycle. Not for Mrs.
Bush the beauty salon coverup of her
white hair, nor the anorexic embrace of
the 'can never be too rich or too thin'
doctrine." (New York Times, Sunday, December 11,1988). Willens goes on to write
that "If this is part of George Bush's
package of'family values,' good for him'.'
[italics ours] Is she assuming that George
Bush dictated his wife's personal appearance for the sake of political expediency?

One wonders—while not wanting to chastise Barbara for any attempt at striking a
blow for ageism—it should not be forgotten that her "traditional role" reflecting
"traditional values" is nothing new—
she's just being a good girl/mother. Willens believes that Barbara Bush "will be
the real thing" by her "acceptance of the
life cycle". The assumption that the life
cycle for a woman must include reproduction on a mass scale and complete sublimation to husband and family is questionable. Mrs. Bush's extraordinary
ability at self-effacement is described by
People Magazine: "She was no less impressive while handling the personal pressures of the 1988 campaign: Confronted
with persistent rumors of Bush's supposed extramarital affairs and stung by
mean-spirited gibes at her white hair and
matronly figure, she deflected the attacks
with breezy self-assurance—all the while
tirelessly tending to her husband's reputation. By her own admission, Barbara, 63,
is the quintessential political wife—
unassuming, deferential, fiercely loyal to
her family—and she vows to remain so as
matriarch of the White House." For Willens, Barbara Bush is a "personal kind of
morning in America". Others of us find
we don't want to get out of bed!
In the harsh daylight of this new
"American Morning" what we see is a
President who artfully manipulated media images of morality, family and sexuality in such a complete package that it included his running mate and his wife.
Ostensibly chosen to appeal to both
baby boom and women voters, Dan
Quayle failed to do both. But what he will
do is help the virulent anti-choice, antiwomen, anti-civil rights factions of this
country sleep a little better at night as they
await the changes on the Supreme Court.
Dan Quayle, darling of the New Right
—Messiah of the direct mailers, a Vice
President who believes that a 12-year-old
victim of incest should be forced to bear a
child and who believes it is important to
speak up for "those people who are not
yet born". (New York Daily News, January 24, 1989).
And then we have Marilyn Quayle, the
perfect mate for Dan. Perhaps no woman
better expresses the penultimate version
of the 1980s woman than Marilyn Quayle.
With her ascension to a female role model
we have arrived at the institutionalization
of woman as Number Two. This woman is
not inferior in intelligence, ambition or
achievement. In fact, she strives for full
self-actualization so that she may have all
the more to offer her husband.
Marilyn Quayle, arch-conservative,
committed "pro-lifer", is an '80s version
of Mrs. Bush and Mrs. Reagan—a lawyer
continued on pg. 32

WIN SOME/LOSE SOME

ARTIST OR ANIMAL ABUSER?
Based on an item read in New York Newsday's "Inside New York" column:
Joe Coleman considers himself a performance artist; however, his performances are questionable, to say the least.
His performance in the film "Mondo
New York" consisted of biting the heads
off two live mice. Arrested on two counts
of animal abuse and prosecuted by the
ASPCA, Coleman got off with a plea bargain for a disorderly conduct conviction.
Coleman said the notoriety hasn't hurt
his career, although he doesn't want to be
stereotyped as a "geek". [A geek was
someone, usually in carnivals in by-gone
days, who bit the heads off live chickens.]
UPDATE ON A VIOLENT MAN
In On the Issues, Volume IX, we discussed in this column the case of accused
wife-killer, Joseph Pikul, who was given
custody of his two children by Justice
Kristin Booth Glen, despite the fact that
the children may have witnessed their
mother's murder.
Well, things have a funny way of changing. Pikul married his third wife, Mary
Bain, in July, 1988, a good move for Pikul
to retain the children; his murdered wife's
relatives still were suing for their custody.
In court, Mary Bain went on the stand
to testify for her husband's fitness as a
parent. However, things didn't go according to plan. Word had reached the relatives' counsel that Pikul had gone after
his new wife with a knife. When questioned on the stand, Mary Bain Pikul admitted it was true—that Pikul had slashed
the dress she was wearing with a knife
only weeks after their marriage.
The same Justice Kristin Booth Glen
immediately awarded custody to Pikul's
late wife's cousins. Pikul can see the children only in the presence of a guard.
As for the third Mrs. Pikul, she said of
her relationship with her husband: "I
couldn't walk away from love." When
asked about the dress-slashing incident,
4

UNHEALTHY HEALTH CARE
From Newsday Washington Bureau: The
first national consumer guide to nursing
homes, released in December by the federal government, reveals serious quality
problems across the country.
The 75-volume report, which contains
information drawn from surveys of the
country's 15,000 nursing homes, shows
that more than 40 percent don't meet sanitary standards for food; 29 percent fail to
assure patients are clean; 29 percent ignore doctors' orders in administering
drugs; 24 percent don't have proper procedures to prevent the spread of infection.
In 28 of the 32 performance indicators
by which each nursing home is graded,
New York nursing homes rated better
Presently, Coleman is preparing for a than the rest of the country. However,
show in Los Angeles, where he'll exhibit they exceeded the national average of viopaintings and possibly eat more mice- lations in four categories:
• Failure to ensure that written procesomething he said he's permitted to do.
An ASPCA spokesperson disagreed. dures regarding the right and responsibil"We often settle in court for disorderly ities of residents are followed;
conduct so that we get a conviction on • Failure to allow residents to commutheir record and establish a pattern of nicate privately with those they choose;
abuse," he said. He indicated that Cole- • Failure to assure residents continuing
man will be tried again if he goes for his supervision of a doctor;
own brand of live mouseburger.
• Failure to develop written plans for patients' care according to the directions of
Our suggested punishment for Coleman a physician.
is to put him in a cell with live rats for a
few hours. We guarantee he 'd get over his All of which tells us that if one can avoid a
gastronomicalpassion for eating live ani- nursing home one should. If a nursing
home is unavoidable, this guide may at
mals—rodents or otherwise.
least help in the selection of the best—
and, hopefully, affordable.
she replied that Pikul was tired of looking
at the dress.
JUSTICE TRIUMPHS
At least in one case, common sensefinally Patricia Toro of Brooklyn, NY, who
prevailed—something our courts too of- charged she was assaulted and wrongfully
ten seem to lack. Unfortunately, the new arrested by an off-duty police officer afMrs. Pikul doesn't appear to have too ter a confrontation outside an abortion
much sense either.
clinic in 1985, has won a $l-million lawsuit against the officer and N.Y. C.
Toro had accompanied a friend to the
clinic which was being picketed. One of
the picketers was Police Officer Russell
Bjune (who was off-duty at the time).
Toro said Bjune blocked her path as she
was leaving the clinic, pushed antiabortion literature in her face and berated her
for using the clinic. She testified that
Bjune pushed her against a cement wall,
causing her to hit her head, but when she
went to the stationhouse to complain,
Bjune arrested and charged her with felony assault. She was held for 30 hours for
arraignment, strip-searched, detained
overnight and later treated at a hospital
for head injuries. Charges against Toro
were later dropped by Brooklyn District
Attorney Elizabeth Holtzman's office.
The wheels ofjustice move slowly. Fortunately, in this case, they did move—and in
the right direction.
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PHYSICIANS:
HEAL YOURSELVES
From a report by Isabel Wilkerson in the
New York Times: For 22 years, Dr. James
C. Burt performed what experts say was
crude experimentation on hundreds of
women without their consent. Now the
Ohio State Medical Board has formally
charged Dr. Burt with "gross immorality" and "grossly unprofessional conduct" in surgery he performed to restrucIf you know of any well-known person ture his patients' genitals, procedures that
who has set an example for others to the board said often caused permanent
follow, please submit her/his name and physical damage. The board is also lookthe reason for submission to: On the ing into the role and responsibility of
Issues, "Seeing the Light," 97-77
Burt's colleagues, who are said to have
Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY 11374. silently watched and did nothing to stop
Please do not submit names of acti- Burt. Some doctors said they repeatedly
vists or those Involved In movements. told medical board investigators about
Burt but that the board did not take
action until Gov. Richard F. Celeste wrote
about the case. The board has said that
the physicians did not submit written
complaints and that their reluctance
slowed the investigation. Furthermore, 10
malpractice suits against Dr. Burt over the
past 12 years were dropped after other
physicians refused to testify.
Burt actually explained his philosophy
A CRYING SHAME
in his 1975 book, The Surgery of Love,
News item in all the media: When should where he wrote: "Women are structurally
a father have rights? The Supreme Court inadequate for intercourse. This is a pathhas ruled that an unwed father does not ological condition amenable to surgery."
necessarily have the right to claim pater- He also said that surgery would turn
nity, even if he wants to.
women into "horny little mice" and asOver eight years ago, Edward McNa- serted that "the difference-between rape
mara had a casual relationship with a and rapture is salesmenship". Burt adyoung woman. Unknown to him, the mitted to performing reconstructive surwoman became pregnant and gave birth gery on "many hundreds" of women
to a baby girl. In August, 1981, the without their consent, usually after the
woman met with him, told him about the birth of a child. "The patient," he wrote,
baby and that she had placed it for adop- "had not been informed that anything
tion. She asked him to sign away his pa- more had been done to her than delivery
rental rights, which he refused to do.
and episiotomy repair."
What had often been done was removal
Despite his wishes, the baby was placed
in a foster home and months later, over of the head of the clitoris, repositioning
McNamara's protests, the court allowed a the vagina, moving the urethra and altercouple to adopt her. Although McNa- ing the walls between the rectum and the
mara continued to fight, the court ruled vagina. The doctor said this was intended
that the baby had bonded with her to increase sexual responsiveness.
adopted parents, and that adoption was
in the best interests of the child.
McNamara contends that San Diego GOOD NEWS/BAD NEWS
authorities unconstitutionally denied According to an article by James Hirsch
him the right to raise the girl. Even in the New York Times: New York City,
though he had sought custody of the the fur capital of the world, has become a
child, California limits the rights of an battleground for animal-rights groups
that are mounting an increasingly visible
unwed father to block an adoption.
The Supreme Court ruled that unwed campaign to discourage the purchase of
fathers do not have the biological rights furs. Their goal is to create a "fur-free"
of unwed mothers. If an unwed father America. Groups are placing ads in newswants to claim his paternity, he has to papers and on radios, hanging posters on
taxis and in subways, putting up billbehave like a father.
boards and organizing protests and a
It seems to us that that's exactly what rock concert benefit, Rock Against Fur.
Edward McNamara has been trying to do. Actors, singers and models have given
Neither the mother of the child nor the their names and talents to the cause.
That's the good news.
courts ever gave him a chance.
SEEING THE LIGHT
On the Issues honors:
"BILLBLASS**
who announced he would stop designIng fur coats or clothing with fur trim.
Mr. Blass said he had not been subjected to any "pressure or harassment
from outside groups" but had come to
the decision "within himself."
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Instead, the surgery caused sexual dysfunction, extensive scarring, chronic infections of the kidney, bladder and vagina
and the need for corrective surgery in
many patients. At least one patient suffered phlebitis, blood clots and a heart
attack and several have permanent disabilities.
Gynecologists knew about Dr. Burt's
surgery and recognized it when they examined his patients. "We've all had Dr.
Burt's patients and we've tried to undo
the work he has done," said Dr. Robert
Hilty, who was the chairman of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
at Kettering Medical Center in Dayton,
Ohio for 18 years. "But we need the freedom to openly criticize without fear of
legal retribution."
Interestingly, St. Elizabeth Hospital,
which allowed Dr. Burt's "love surgery"
to be performed for 12 years before it began requiring special consent forms, does
not permit elective abortions.
Shades ofNazi Germany! And until physicians prove they will police their own
"sick" colleagues and take action to prevent them from wreaking havoc on unsuspecting patients, they have no right
to complain that malpractice cases are
increasing.

The bad news is that furriers say their
garments are more popular than ever before and that sales have been rising for 15
years. Sandy Blye, executive vice president of American Fur Industry, Inc., says
that fur sales have grown from $612 million in 1977 to $1.8 billion in 1987 and
projections for 1988 are $2 billion. The
industry has benefitted from increasing
numbers of working women buying their
own furs.
Andisn 't it a pitiful thing when those who
have been oppressed show their independence by oppressing those who are
weaker and more helpless?

DEATH IN
THE BACK ALLEYS
An article by Marlise Simons in the New
York Times: In most Latin American
countries, with large populations of
young adults and few family planning
programs, there is a rise in clandestine
abortions and an attendant surge in medical emergencies, according to doctors
and other health experts from the region.
Throughout Latin America, where abortions are illegal, women arrive at hospitals pleading for help after botched abortions. Many arrive too late. The Pan
American Health Organization says that
abortion is now Latin America's leading
cause of pregnancy-related mortality. According to the World Health Organization, as many as 200,000 women die every
year because of unsafe abortions in developing countries—nearly one quarter of
them in Latin America.
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Although precise numbers on illegal
abortions aren't available, reports from
many nations suggest that 20 to 25 percent of pregnancies are deliberately
aborted. The many poorly performed or
self-induced abortions have become a
major health problem, claiming the lives
of thousands of women and leaving others sterile or maimed. In many public hospitals, post-abortion complications have
become the principal gynecological emergency, absorbing vast resources and taking upas many as 45 percent of the beds in
maternity wards.
Advocates of women's rights in the
region cite the woman's lowly place in society for official indifference toward maternal illness and death. Government officials argue that the Roman Catholic
Church has prevented a change in the laws
to provide safe abortions, but women's
groups respond that in other Catholic
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HOW MANY CHILDREN HAVE
TO DIE?
Reported by Joanne Wasserman in the
New York Daily News: Six-year-old Lisa
Steinberg was beaten to death on November 1, 1987. Because there were visible
signs of abuse that were either overlooked
or ignored by teachers and school officials in the weeks preceding her death, the
New York City Board of Education declared a highly publicized commitment to
train teachers and staff in recognizing the
signs of child abuse. The Board's inspector general also recommended mandatory training for teachers, supervisors,
parents and other staff.
By the start of the school year in September, 1988, it was stated that all teachers would participate in a mandatory
three-hour "Child Abuse and Neglect Alert Day". The program included presentations by specially trained counselors,
distribution of a manual on recognizing
child abuse, dissemination of phone
numbers for reporting abuse and an 18minute video called "What the Educator
Sees".
According to a United Federation of

Teachers survey, however, what actually
happened was "very uneven". The survey, which looked at the results in 19 of the
city's 32 school districts, found that only
four reported that all aspects of the training were given. Although the Board had
printed 20,000 copies of its manual
"Child Abuse Alert: A Desk Reference",
many teachers never got it. Junior High
113 in the Bronx received 75 copies, according to its principal, Bruce Levenberg,
who said "It's not enough for each and
every teacher and staff member."
Local district officials also said they
weren't told the program was mandatory
until too late to include it in training sessions before the start of the school year.
Meantime, the number of cases of child
abuse and neglect in New York State has
risen sharply in 1988. As of the end of
September, 169 children in the state had
died of suspected abuse or neglect—a 34
percent increase over the 126 that died in
the same period in 1987.
As usual, while bureaucracy fumbles
the ball, more and more innocents are
slaughtered.

countries such as France and Italy, abortion laws have been liberalized.
At the triannual World Congress of
Gynecology, which met in October,
1988, Dr. Allan Rosenfield, dean of the
Columbia University School of Public
Health, addressed the problem of abortion deaths:
"We see an uproar about AIDS that is
justified," hesaid. "More women die every
year from preventable causes related to
maternity and abortion, but there is no
outcry about that. Ninety-nine percent of
maternal deaths are in the third world,
which means we know how to avoid
them."
But to avoid them means a commitment
to women's health and well-being and the
awareness that a woman's life counts. For
some reason, that seems to be a hard message to get across to those in power.

...AND DON'T CALL ME IN
THE MORNING
A feature in the New York Times by
Daniel Goleman: In a study of 59 experienced internists, out of a list of 33 statements on patient behavior, the following
were rated as particularly likely to stir
strong, negative reactions in physicians.
• The patient is disrespectful, critical or
demeaning to me.
• The patient wants me to certify him/
her as disabled but I don't think he/she is.
• The patient wants lab tests or medications such as narcotics but I think they are
unnecessary.
• The patient is getting worse, even
though I know I've done everything possible.
• The patient presents what appears to be
a serious problem that I do not understand.
Described in an issue of Psychosomatics, the study was conducted by Robert C.
Smith, a psychiatrist, and George Zimny,
a psychologist, both at Michigan State
University Medical School.
Experts who have studied the ways doctors make decisions on diagnosis and
treatment say the findings have disturbing
implications. For example, they say, resentment toward a patient might lead
doctors to be less vigilant and thorough in
their treatment. If a doctor's self-esteem
relies too much on his professional selfimage, "he'll be vulnerable to patients
who seem to be rejecting in some way,"
said John Maltzberger, a psychiatrist at
Harvard Medical School. "It's a potential problem for every patient."
In other words, be a good girl/boy and
don't make waves or doctor-daddy will
punish you. Whatever happened to
"Patient Power"?
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CAME TUMBLING
On December 1,1988, for the first time in
history, more than 70 Jewish women, representing Orthodox, Reconstructionist,
Secular, Reform and Conservative
branches of Judaism, prayed together
with a torah at the kotel (the Western or
Wailing Wall) in Jerusalem. We came
mainly from the United States and Canada but also from Israel, West Germany,
Brazil, India, England, New Zealand and
Sweden.
The kotel is all that remains of the Temple Mount, perhaps part of King Herodian's Second Temple or King Solomon's
First Temple. For thousands of years in
exile, Jews yearned for the kotel as the
symbol of liberation, homeland, sanctity.
When Jews ritually intoned: "Next year
in Jerusalem", they meant in King Solomon's Jerusalem, or in some nation-state
where they could live in peace or at least
bear arms to defend themselves against
Christian and Moslem rape, slaughter
and genocide.
In 1948 when Israel became a state,
Jews still had no access to the kotel; it
belonged to Jordan which chose not to
maintain it as a holy site—and, in fact,
purposely kept it in a state of disrepair. In
1967, after the Arabs failed in their Six
Day War against Israel, Israeli soldiers
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"took" Arab East Jerusalem. The cry
went out: "We have the kotel." Everyone
—from the fiercely secular to the fiercely
religious—came to gaze in wonder or to
pray.
Almost overnight, ultra-Orthodox rabbis constructed a "mehitzah" (or barrier)
to separate the women from the men. For
centuries before this, women and men
had prayed here together.
The kotel began to resemble an Orthodox synagogue—where the women are
effectively in purdah, either at the rear
behind heavy curtains, or in upper balconies behind latticed partitions. The women's section is traditionally much smaller,
more crowded than the men's.
Only (Orthodox) men can read from or
sing and dance with the Torah; only (Orthodox) men can pray in groups of 10
known as a "minyan", etc. No (Orthodox) woman may say Kaddish (the prayer
for the dead); she must ask a man to do it
for her. (Orthodox) women can and do
pray—but not in minyanim, and never in
positions of spiritual or ritual authority
over men.
On December 1,1988, the ultra-Orthodox men (or Haredim) protested our
prayer service with fury and venom. An
Orthodox woman first sounded the

alarm. "Assur! Assur Sefer Torah Etzel
Nashim!" (It's forbidden! It's forbidden
for women to have the Sefer Torah.) She
kept shrieking at us. Then, for more than
15 minutes, the men, on their side, verbally assaulted us with cries of "I protest", "This is forbidden", "Pigs", etc.
The men stopped their prayers; many
climbed onto chairs to see over the mehitzah. Several men literally began howling
like wild beasts once they saw we had a
Torah and/or heard our sweet singing
voices. (Orthodox) men are never supposed to be "distracted" or "provoked"
by the sound of a woman singing. The
chief of Israeli security at the kotel said
that the Haredim had alerted the Yeshiva
students to "come and get us". However,
the kotel rabbi, Meir Yehuda Getz (who
was initially misquoted in the world press)
said that "strictly speaking, these women
have not violated halacha (religious law);
what they have done is not customary and
has not been done before. But as a holy
site, the kotel is open to both women and
men, Jews and non-Jews".
JERUSALEM, DECEMBER, 1972

I grew up in an Orthodox Jewish family in
Borough Park, in Brooklyn. I studied Hebrew and Judaism at a Talmud Torah and

"Two things moved me: The experience
of seeing secular and assimilated women
—who may not otherwise have gone to
the kotel—moved to tears. This touched
me very deeply.
Secondly, there is a yawning gap between a PR. event and a spiritual experience. This had all the earmarks of a
media event, cameras and journalists
everywhere. What was impressive was
that the energies and determination of a
group of women maintained it as a religious experience, despite tremendous
pressure otherwise. I learned from this
that one can carve out a moment of
spirituality through an act of will. Rabbi
Brin kept reminding us to "stay
focused"—and we did.
People ask me: Was I afraid? I felt no
fear. Perhaps being wrapped in prayer
made me unafraid. Perhaps it was the
presence of the kotel guards (whom I
didn't see). I also thought that the
Haredim were hostile but would
not become violent."

"Somebody asked me what the Torah
scroll symbolized to me. It doesn't symbolize something. It is. The Torah is the
heart blood of our tradition, and I have
studied it all my life. More than ever as I
carried the scroll to the Wall, the Torah
became part of me and I part of it. The
act of reading from it with a group of
women reaffirmed that moment at Sinai
when the Torah was given to all of us,
women as well as men.
Franclne Klagsbrun
(Conservative)

"My life as a child of survivors of the
Holocaust is a living memory to the
grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins and
unknown friends who perished in the
camps. Creating a living, breathing,
renewed Judiasm to light the darkness
is very much part of my commitment in
their honor. And so, at the kotel on that
sun-perfect morning in Jerusalem, celebrating the Torah as a full and equal
member of my faith, felt like we were
adding a new shining unbreakable
link in the chain of our beautiful
old heritage."
Hedy Schlelfer
(Orthodox)

Blu Greenberg
(Orthodox)

at a Hebrew High School. In 1948, when I
was eight, I joined Hashomer Hatzair (a
Socialist-Zionist youth and kibbutz
movement). My family tried to persuade
me to quite this "narashkeit" (or foolishness). In response, I joined Ain Harod, a
movement far to the left of Hashomer—
and one that believed that Arabs and Jews
should live together on kibbutzim. I have
always experienced Arabs, Moslems,
Jews and Israelis—both Hagar's and Sarah's children—as "family". This has gotten me into various kinds of "trouble"
over the years.
Goaded by anti-semitism on the left
and among radical feminists, I began
wearing an oversized Jewish star to political rallies. Interestingly, I felt compelled
to visit Israel. I went to the kotel as soon
as I arrived in Jerusalem. It was midnight, but the area was flooded in grand,
soft light—all in all, a spectacle worthy of
Cecil B. DeMille.
The women's "side" of the kotel had
no torah and relatively few prayer books.
It was utterly, eerily deserted. I prayed
quietly and wept: for my father, Leon,
who died of a heart attack in 1967 at the
age of 54 without ever seeing Israel; for
my paternal grandmother (for whom I'm
named) who was cut to pieces by Cossack
troops when her son (and my father) was
an infant; for my maternal grandparents
who died in 1946 and 1951.
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My secular friends were genuinely surprised that I'd "rushed off" to the kotel;
some Israelis contemptuously wanted to
know if I was planning to "carry on" like
all the other American Jews who romanticized Israel—but only from afar; and
who supported the most corrupt and/or
right wing forces—instead of living in Israel and transforming it.
In 1973, I began to organize Jewish
feminist consciousness-raising groups; I
also began talking about anti-semitism
and racism among feminists. By 1975, the
first Jewish feminist conference was taking place at the McAlpin Hotel in New
York.
JERUSALEM, MARCH 1975

In the Spring of 1975,1 was asked to invite
some left and feminist journalists on a
media tour of Israel. I left the tour and
met with Israeli feminists in Tel Aviv and
in Jerusalem; then I went to Haifa, that
jewel of a city, to lecture at the University.
Afterwards, I was having coffee with
American novelist Esther Broner, American born Knessett (Parliament)-member
Marcia Freedman and some Israeli feminists—when all at once, we were talking
about praying together at the kotel; about
"integrating" the kotel by praying on the
men's side; about demonstrating at the
kotel as a way of demanding a separation
of church and state in Israel. (I even rePHOTOS: BARBARA GINGOLD

member lettering one placard in Hebrew
that read: "If the rabbis want the kotel,
then let them get out of the Knesset").
We were inspired, a little giddy, but also
serious. After all, this was the place of
miracles. Anything was possible, including the Messiah: maybe She was with us!
But what if the men tried to stone her?
Should we arm ourselves with stones—or
call on the Israeli Women's Army to protect us? Better just send out a press release; no one would be crazy enough to
have a religious riot on network television! News of our plans traveled quickly.
Martin Buber's granddaughter and an ex"Berrigan" nun who had just converted
to Judaism wanted to join us. A group of
feminists were coming from the Negev.
At some level, we understood that religious and/or spiritual women would have
to want this—or it could not happen. (It
could "happen" but would have no real
meaning). And the religious women
weren't "ready" to take on the sacred in
Judaism. One religious feminist literally
went from cafe to cafe to find us—to beg
us not to do "this thing". The religious
women didn't know what they wanted to
do at—or about—the mehitzah at the kotel. Others didn't know whether they
wanted to wear a yarmulke (skull cap) and
tallit (prayer shawl). Still others didn't
want to address a male Godhead or use
misogynist prayers. "We need time to reON THE ISSUES
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"// is important that Orthodox women
initiated this. They are now realizing
that to be exempted does not mean to be
excluded for the rest of their lives.. Jewish women, like all women, must come
to a new understanding of the community of Israel. To continue to exclude
women from their rightful place in an
egalitarian society would be a great loss,
even greater than the holocaust in terms
of the realization of human potential.
Women also have to learn to free our individual selves. Women, like Blacks,
have left Egypt but are still wandering in
the wilderness. Are we going to have to
wait until the generation of the wilderness dies until we obtain complete
freedom?"

"Until our action, going to the Wall
always filled me with despair: the uneven separation, the Torah, the signing
and dancing on the men's side—and on
the women's side, a silent presence was
allowed. But we, together, serious in our
pursuit, brought sacredness back to the
Wall, took control away from the ultraOrthodox, declared our space, and gave
room for our voices to soar, while
the men on their side roared with rage.
We made an island of sanity in a
volatile place."
E. M. Broner
(Conservative)

Rabbi Helene Ferris
(Reform)

write everything" they said.*
Anti-religious feminists refused to have
anything to do with the kotel, the rabbinate, or the mehitzah. In fact, some Israeli
feminists said they would feel "bitter"
and "letdown" if the "likes of u s " took
the kotel so seriously. Didn't we understand how "the Jewish religion, like all
patriarchal religions, oppressed women"? "This is the Jewish Vatican State"
they said. "The rabbis will destroy the
soul of the Jews and-bring about the destruction of the state if we don't fight
them tooth and nail. As a feminist, how
can you feel anything but anger towards
Judaism as a religion or as the basis for a
patriarchal nation-state?"
Marcia, Esther and I went down to Jerusalem, to the kotel, held hands, prayed
a little, were glad to be together, sad we
were so pathetic, so powerless. And then
we went about our feminist business.**
JERUSALEM, AUGUST, 1977

I was in Jerusalem again, this time six
•On December 1, 1988 we addressed our prayers to
our Foremothers as well as our Forefathers.
••Since 1976, we have conducted a feminist Passover
Seder in New York. The Seder Mothers are: Esther
Broner, Phyllis Chesler, Edith Issac-Rose, Bea Kreloff, Letty Cottin Pogrebin and Lily Rivlin. We have
used E. M. Broner's Haggadah; Lily Rivlin directed a
film about us; and, in 1986, Michelle Landsberg
joined us as a Seder-Mother.
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"The service gave me an overwhelming
feeling of my Jewishness and of my connection to my people's past. It made me
angry that ultra-Orthodox men were
protesting my right to this experience."
Trudy Mason
(Reform)

"When I was on a train, without food,
without water and without heat, going
to an unknown destination in Poland, I
never though I'd live or live to see
Israel. Now here I was, praying at the
Wall with other women and together
with Jews of every denomination."
Marlon Krug
(Orthodox)

months pregnant with a son. (The amniocentesis test told me so.) In my book,
With Child: A Diary of Motherhood, I
wrote this entry: "I've just called New
York. You're a boy! It's late Friday afternoon. A holy quiet has begun in the city. I
go to the Western Wall and press my stomach against it. Idly, perversely, I think to
go to the men's side, claiming my rightful
presence there. I contain a male child.
They'd probably stone me to death.
Hear, O Israel, I am One. Mother and
Child. Male and Female. Past and Future.
My belly warms the sun-glown stones."
But I also have this entry about Crete,
which I visited on my way to Israel:.
"The frescoes (in the palace of Knossos)
are extraordinary. Look, child: the graceful bull-leapers are about your size and
color—dark maroon, defying gravity.
Here, Mothers, I whisper, here is your
daughter Phyllis, pregnant in her 37th
year. How cool are your breezes, how
fair thy dwelling. I linger, I linger among
your columns, among your poplars."
AUGUST, 1980

In 1980, under U N . auspices, I organized
an international feminist conference that
took place in Oslo, Norway immediately
before the U N . Conference on Women in
Copenhagen. The anti-semitism and
anti-feminism at both meetings, masquerading as anti-Zionism and anti-im-

perialism was intense, programmed and
unbearable. I flew to Israel right afterwards to talk about the resurgence of
anti-semitism in the world, and to propose that, unlike the UN., the Israeli
Government sponsor a truly feminist
conference.
This time when I visited the kotel, the
Haredim—righteous, aggressive, maniacal—seemed to belong to Khomeini's
Iran more than to Chagall's mystical Europe. The Haredim did not look meditative or Jewish-gentle. They looked like
closed-minded woman-haters to me.*
While praying, a kerchiefed woman
rudely and fiercely interrupted me. She
wanted a donation—perhaps for orphan
girls or yeshivot (religious schools).
"Don't you see I'm praying?" I asked,
annoyed, puzzled. "Give me the money
or shut up," she said. The kotel—long a
repository of much Jewish yearning—
had lost its considerable charm.
I returned to America and helped organize the first of many panels under the
aegis of The National Women's Studies
Association, meeting on anti-semitism
among both feminists and anti-feminists.
It took place in Storrs, Connecticut. For a
•On this 1988 trip to Israel, I was told that for the last
five years, Islamic fundamentalism has also been
gaining in strength on the West Bank—perhaps
funded by Saudi Arabia; definitely "allowed" by the
Israeli authorities.

"The book of Exodus tells us that when
the Jews crossed the Sea, waters formed
"a wall for them on their right and on
their left". They were surrounded by
walls; so too were we. As we stood before the Western Wall, we had on our
left a wall separating us from the men.
On the other side of that wall stood angry men hurling verbal threats at us. On
our right we were faced with a different
kind of wall, an invisible one of silence
and sullenness, erected against us by
other women who stared at us, unwilling
or unable to understand what we were
doing. At our backs was the wall we had
just breached which had remained unchallenged until that moment. That was
the Wall barring women from carrying
or reading a Torah scroll. For me, walking through that Wall was extremely difficult. . It signified a public declaration
that women as well as men have a right
to the Torah. Doing this terrified me. It
forced me to truly confront the question
that had remained hidden in my soul:
were we sanctifying God's name or des-

ecrating it? As I walked with the other
women to the kotel with the Torah
openly and proudly, I knew the answer.
I realized that the Wall that centuries of
tradition had built, which divided
women from physical contact with the
Torah, had fallen quite easily. It was
never a solid Wall at all. Breaking it
down seemed right. The only Wall that
really mattered was the Western Wall
which stood before us and seemed to envelop us and shelter us. We stood there
together with our Torah. We prayed and
felt the presence of God.
Rlfka Haut
(Orthodox)

"For me the kotel was a very powerful
experience. It was amazing that women
from all over the map (religiously, geographically, ideologically, philosophically, theologically) could gather together and have a prayer service that
was simultaneously a very powerful religious and personal experience and an
historical and political statement. I
know that some of us didn't view it as a
political statement but personally I
thought that it was a very powerful
statement politically and historically.
Because it was through the modality of
prayer—it was a very simple and thereby
even more powerful statement.
It seems ironic that we women were able
to focus on our prayers despite the journalists and despite the Haredi men and
women who were yelling at us; it was
they, the men in particular, who disrupted their own prayer service, stopped
what they were doing in order to try and
get us to stop what we were doing. For
me, the fact that Rav Getz said that it's
not forbidden, is a tremendous advance
for Jewish women. I hope that we can
really keep the momentum going."
Deborah Brln
(Reconstructlonlst)

number of reason, I did not visit Israel for
eight years; nor did I work strictly within
a Jewish feminist movement. (At the
heart of my Judaism remains the most
intense universalism).
In 1988, Letty Cottin Pogrebin and Lily
Rivlin, two of my feminist seder-sisters,
invited me to participate in a conference
on the " E m p o w e r m e n t of Jewish
Women" sponsored by the American
Jewish Congress, the World Jewish Congress and the Israel Women's Network.
I'd be speaking on the religion plenary
with Canadian Norma Joseph and Israeli
Leah Shaktiel, both devoutly Orthodox
Jews.
I went to Jerusalem with absolutely no
expectations about the kotel.*
DECEMBER 1, 1988

The women's prayer service was inspired
by Rifka Haut, an Orthodox Jew, cofounder of the women's Tefillah (or
prayer) Network, and the editor of the

forthcoming The King's Daughters:
•I was committed to a series of speeches in Haifa
and Tel Aviv and to a tour of the Battered Women's
Shelter and Rape Crisis Center in Haifa—all brilliantly organized by Dahlia Saxe and Iris Markovitch.
I was also committed to a feminist conference and
demonstration against the Occupation, planned for
December 2, 1988, and organized by Shani, Israeli
Women Against the Occupation. The conference and
demonstration drew at least 400 Israeli Jewish, Israeli
Arab, and Palestinian feminists from Nazareth, Beth-
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Women in The Synagogue. Our participation evolved out of a democratic, feminist
process—one facilitated with considerable passion and a u t h o r i t y by Reconstructionist Rabbi Deborah Brin,
hereafter referred to as "Deborah". As
feminists, we were respectful of consensus decision-making. The process might
still have failed us had Deborah not been
so capable.
As a group, we had decided to protect
whoever was carrying the Torah and to
leave the kotel immediately if our appointed "lookout", decided it was too
dangerous to remain. The religious
women did not want our prayer service to
be perceived as a political demonstration;
we respected their feelings. Many of us
did not want to have our experience of
each other distorted by simultaneous interactions with the media. I was convinced that doing so would jeopardize
our sisterhood and our spiritual experience. Everyone either agreed with me—or
agreed to abide by this decision. Given
that we were so-exceedingly articulate a
group of women, I was impressed. Imlehem, Haifa, Acco, Gaza, Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,
Caesarea, etc. Some of the leaders of this extraordinary venture were Nabila Espanioly, Lil Mo'ed, Judy
Blank, Rahel Ostrovitz, Marcia Freedman, etc.
As it happened, Leah Shaktiel was deeply involved
in the feminist peace conference and Norma Joseph
turned out to be an important participant at the kotel.

pressed? I was thrilled. We were actually
serious.
The prayer service was prepared by
Rifka Haut together with Orthodox halachic scholar Norma Joseph, Reform
Rabbi Helene Ferris, hereafter referred to
as "Helene", and Shulamit Magnus, the
Director of the Program in Modern Jewish Civilization at the Reconstructionist.
Rabbinical College. Helene obtained a
Torah from the Hebrew Union College of
Jerusalem. She kept it by her side all night
—and, she tells me, slept very little.
Most of us went to bed very late; it was
nearly 2:00 a.m. when I left Deborah's
room. I was hot; I was cold; I was hungry;
I was nauseated. I'd averaged no more
than two hours of sleep each night since
I'd left New York seven days before—but
here I was, absolutely unable to sleep. I
cancelled my wake-up call. Clearly, it was
beyond me to go; I'd pushed myself too
hard. (Like Jacob, was I actually wrestling with an angel?) 1 was dressed and
ready long before the agreed-upon time
of 6:50 a.m. (Afterwards, I was elated
and energized, not exhausted.)
Francine Klagsbrun, gaunt, ecstatic,
carried the Torah through the gates of the
Old City of Jerusalem, The walk to the
kotel itself took about 12 to 15 minutes.
The Torah was placed on a table we had
brought for that purpose.
Suddenly, (or so it seemed) the women
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"The experience of praying at the kotel,
affirming that lama Jew, that the
Torah is mine also, that I am part of the
covenant that the Torah symbolizes, was
very important. Equally important was
the feeling or shared community with
the women involved. I felt that we were
truly KM Yisrael, namely, that we were
from all parts of the Jewish community.
The women prayed with such devotion
and dignity that I was honored to be
with them. Their mutual respect made
the moment religiously significant."

"There is always a war somewhere in
the Middle East. Then there is peace.
But this has literally never happened
before. We made history."
Sylvia Nell
(Conservative)

Norma Baumel Joseph
(Orthodox)

" / was one of the readers from the
Torah, an honor that will never be
surpassed in my life. The portion of the
Torah which I helped prepared was from
Vaheshav (Genesis/Joseph's Story); it
contained the words "Halom Halamti"
(I have dreamt a dream). I never realized
that such a dream could be dreamt,
much less realized. It was realized because the women decided that it was
more important to listen and truly hear
one another than to 'win'. It was not being right which mattered but being
whole (shalem). To be whole meant,
paradoxically, to compromise, to give up
parts—important parts—of our positions, but however difficult that was, it
was preferable to the hollow satisfaction
of frustrating and hurting one another
in the cause of truth. That is Ahavat
Shamayim (Love of God) and Ahavat
Yisrael (Love of Our People)—and that
was what we carried and what carried us
to the kotel."
Shulamit Magnus
(Reconstructionist)

were wrapped in ritual finery: embroidered caps, Middle-Eastern and colorful;
lacy-white or multi-colored prayer
shawls, huge and gorgeous. Most of us
had simple head coverings or bare heads
and everyday clothes.
The service was led—precisely and
magnificently—by Deborah, assisted by
Reconstructionist Geela Raizl Robinson,
who, in a young, sweet voice, led us in
song and prayer. Then, in a bold and ringing alto, Deborah led us through the
morning service and Torah reading.
Never before had these haunting melodies
seemed as much mine, ours, female.
Rifka Haut turned to me, and forever
blessed me with these words:' 'Would you
like the honor of opening the Torah for
u s ? " Which I proceeded to do. Blu
Greenberg (Orthodox) had the first
aliyah. The Torah was then read by Helene, Shulamit Magnus and Marion Krug
(Orthodox).
Even when women do exactly the same
thing as men, e.g. function as spiritual
authorities, it has a different meaning,
exerts a different influence in the world.
Some feminists want to "feminize" or
"matriarchize" patriarchal religion; others want to render it gender-neutral; still
others want to resurrect pagan goddessworship, feminist style: i.e. with lots of
anarchist "small-is-beautiful", ecological and animal-rights consciousness. All
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have the commonality of a sophisticated
understanding of our human need for
communitas, spirituality, and rituals in
ways that are removed from organized
religion.
Deborah truly led us. And we needed
her to do so. The men continued to roar
and howl. Deborah kept telling us to "focus" and somehow we did. I'll admit it,
we also began to hurry our service a little.
Deborah led us in K ad dish. (For halachic
reasons, this was separated from the rest
of the service). Once the Kaddish was
over, we began the long walk back to the
gates of the Old City. We sang: "oseh
shalom" (May God who makes peace in
the realms above cover us with peace) and
then "siman tov U'mazal tov" which is
sung at all Jewish celebrations.
On the bus, Deborah asked how to say
"right on!" in Hebrew; we cheered, applauded, wept, laughed, talked, and
exchanged names. By mid-afternoon, I
actually suggested to Deborah and Helene that we return to the kotel to daven
(or pray) Ma'ariv (the evening service).
What did this prayer service mean? It
was an absolute triumph of our human,
female spirit over male tyranny. Women,
including very traditional women, walked
into battle unafraid and took what rightfully belongs to us: our freedom, our sacredness, each other—with such joy, and
so calmly, that it was a privilege to be

among them.
Thirteen years ago we dreamt this
dream of women praying together at the
kotel. This clearly was our collective bat
mitzvah [female rite of passage]. It was
profoundly moving and exhilarating to be
with other women, united, loving and absolutely unafraid of partriarchal violence. We all felt such sweet longing to be
at the kotel together that it mattered more
than anything else.
In order to pray together, each woman
sacrificed an important principle.
Women who vowed never to pray behind a
mehitzah did so; those who do not recognize women rabbis were led in prayer by
women rabbis; agnostics and Goddessworshippers joined us and were moved to
tears by the bravery and sisterhood of the
women. It was an inspired show of unity
both as feminists and as Jews.
•
Phyllis Chester, Ph.D., radical feminist
and psychotherapist, Is author of
Women and Madness, Mothers on Trial
and most recently Sacred Bond: The
Legacy of Baby M. She Is well-known as
a lecturer on women's legal rights and
emotional health and Is a longtime
hands-on activist and organizer for
feminist causes. She recently returned
from Jerusalem where she was one of
the Jewish feminists to make history
at the Wall.
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AMERICAS
SECRET
AFRICAN
WAR
To date, U.S. arms sales and military aid to
Morocco have amounted to just under $2 billion.
This has been one of Washington's
best kept secrets.
by Major Carlos Wilson
While vacationers are concerned with
what daily play activities will be offered
by the seven Club Med facilities located in
Morocco, an entirely different set of concerns exists but a short distance away:
those of living under an occupation
where disappearances are common, secret prisons are a reality and a war is entering its 13th year.
In 1975, Spain withdrew from its
former colony of the Spanish Sahara, the
present day Western Sahara. Spain assured the local peoples, the Sahrawis, total independence and self-determination
in their homeland but soon gave in to
pressure from Mauritania and, especially,
Morocco and divided the land, rich with
uranium-grade phosphates, oil, gas, platinum, vanadium, iron ore, shale oil and
titanium, between the two. When the division was announced, Morocco immediately followed with a savage, armed occupation which continues today.
The invasion triggered an exodus out of
the Western Sahara by hundreds of thousands of Sahrawis, a journey undertaken
by foot, across the Sahara Desert into Algeria. Moroccan jets repeatedly bombed,
napalmed and strafed the fleeing Sahrawis from the beginning of their escape
until they were able to find safety in a
desolate patch of desert located just inside the Algerian border, a moderate distance from Tindouf. Thousands of
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Sahrawis fell victim to the bombings
along the way, including very large numbers of women and children. In many
cases, entire families perished.
It is a wonder that any of the fleeing
Sahrawis survived the flight across the
desert. Besides the fact that there was nowhere to hide from fighter jets, the Sahrawis were a nomadic people whose culture
at the time was unversed in even the definitions of words such as "napalm" and
"genocide." Simply stated, the Sahrawis
were too innocent for the 20th century,
much less the horrors of 20th century
warfare.
The Moroccans took full advantage of
this fact, as was reflected in their early
bombing tactics. After their reconnaissance planes had spotted fleeing Sahrawis, Morocco would dispatch three jet
fighters to the area where the Sahrawi
tents had been seen. Once over the area,
one jet would fly clockwise and the second counterclockwise until all the
Sahrawi women had gathered up their
children and fled into what they considered to be the safety of their tents. The
Sahrawi women believed there must be
safety in the tents which had always protected them from the harsh sun and desert
winds, so surely would afford protection
from jet fighters. When all the women
and their children were gathered in the
tents, the third Moroccan jet would begin
a slow, low flight directly over the camp,
methodically dropping a payload of napalm at the beginning, the center and the
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end of the camp for maximum killing
efficiency.
Surprisingly, there were survivors although the death toll was immense. Unfortunately, it might have been better for
some if they had been killed outright,
sparing them a slow, agonizing death in
the middle of the Sahara Desert without
medical care. A survivor told of witnessing a mother struggling to pick up, hold
and comfort her dying napalmed baby. It
was an impossibility as that mother had
lost both her arms in the bombing raids.
When the fleeing Sahrawis reached
safety just across the Algerian border,
they discovered that even safety had a
price. They erected four refugee camps in
an area of the Sahara Desert so barren
that one can turn a full circle and see
nothing but totally flat land; a part of the
world that is so unhospitable to life that
not even an insect or a weed can be seen.
Temperatures push thermometer readings
beyond 50° C (over 120°F) in the heat of
summer and the toes of barefoot Sahrawi
children turn blue from freezing temperatures in the winter. The Sahrawis began
their refugee existence in a territory where
the Algerians were never able to discover
water. The Sahrawis did, although the water often looks and tastes like gasoline.
Living in marginal safety, the Sahrawis
were exposed to diseases previously unknown to them. During the first year
alone, a third of the children died from
diseases such as measles. Despite all hardships, the SahrawiF preferred, and still
prefer, living under these conditions to
living under Moroccan occupation.
The Sahrawis began an armed response
to the invasions and occupation through
their military arm known as the Polisario
Front, which was founded in May, 1973,
with the original intention of liberating
the Sahrawis from Spanish colonialism.
At that time, the organization was both
small in number and had no weapons of
any significance, much less any external
support. In early 1975, the Polisario
Front membership still numbered less
than a couple of hundred and the group
thus far lacked weapons. As for external
support, only Libya was sympathetic.
Later however, Libya was to sign a
"Treaty of Merger" with Morocco, which
was in existence from 1984 through 1986.
While the Polisario Front may have
been lacking numbers, weapons and external support, the organization was certainly not lacking in spirit or ideas for
bringing the Sahrawis together as one in
full equality for all its peoples. At their
second congress in August, 1974, the Polisario Front called for "full independence
from all forms of colonialism and the creation of a republican, national regime,
with the full participation of all its peoples". The congress also stated that "the
Sahrawi people have no alternative but to
14

The Sahrawi women
have set an incredible
example on how to
create and organize
something out of
nothing.
struggle until achieving their independence, control of their wealth and the obtainment of full sovereignty over their
land."
The congress adopted a program which
called for national unity, eliminating
tribal affiliation and caste status entirely.
The national action program actually
called for the end of every form of exploitation, including an especially strong
commitment to the principle of women's
emancipation. The program was to guarantee the political and social rights of
women and to open all opportunities to
them. With the invasion by Morocco, the
Polisario front was to receive its baptism
under fire, having each of its founding
principles tested to the limits.
When the Polisario Front launched its
armed response to the invasion and occupation, Moroccan military officials declared that the conflict would be over in a
single week. Today, nearly 13 years later,
the U.S. Pentagon now declares the war to
be unwinnable.
The Polisario Front actually has had a
measure of success other than just surviving in a 13-year war. There have been military victories for them as well. For example, in 1979 they won a peace treaty with
Mauritania. This joy was short-lived
however, as Morocco seized the opportunity to declare the entire region of the

Western Sahara as its own. Such a ridiculous territorial claim surprised no one; as
Rabat has long entertained the expansionist dream of a greater Morocco—one
which would include not only the whole
of the Western Sahara but all of Mauritania, Mali and a large section of Algeria as
well. Though greatly outnumbered and
very poorly equipped militarily, Polisario
Front forces have been able to stop the
Moroccan greater empire dream dead in
its tracks.
An exact number of troops is difficult
to obtain due to the nature of the conflict
and because neither side wishes to have its
exact strength known by the other combatant. However, a fairly good account
reveals that Morocco maintains nearly
150,000 of its troops at the war front and
in the occupied areas, which is indeed
nearly its entire army. Estimates for the
Polisario Front range from two to 15
thousand. Without question, the Polisario Front soldiers are greatly outnumbered, perhaps as much as 10-75 to 1.
Morocco also maintains the advantage
of a never-ending supply of modern,
state-of-the-art weapons, as well as economic support from a host of strange
bedfellows. South Africa, for example,
has sold a large number of highly sophisticated desert tanks to Morocco, many of
which have been captured by the Polisario
Front.
The Soviet Union has supplied Morocco with some weapons, including numerous machine guns, of which, again, a
large part have been taken from Moroccan forces by Polisario Front soldiers.
However, the Soviets have supplied Morocco with more economic than military
support. The military support has in fact,
been conducted in secret and exactly how
and from where the Soviets are supplying
the Moroccans remains a mystery.
While supplying Morocco with military weapons may have been kept secret
by both the Soviets and the Moroccans,
that is not true of their economic dealings. The Moroccans are still boasting
about a multi-billion dollar deal which
they signed with the Soviets in March,
1978, terming it the "deal of the century", the largest economic agreement
ever made by the Soviets with a third
world nation.
The "contract of the century" called
for the Soviet Union to export chemicals,
oil, timber, and ore-carrier ships to Morocco in exchange for phosphates and
phosphoric acid over a period of 30 years.
The Soviets were to also provide a $2 billion investment for the development of a
new phosphate mine located at Meskala,
Morocco.
France joined the list of strange bedfellows with sales to Morocco of two of the
very latest in high performance fighter
jets, both known as highly developed maON THE ISSUES VOL XI 1989

chines of destruction. Yet another participant in this unusual assortment of
weapon suppliers was Brazil, which is becoming one of the world's major players
in weapon sales. According to Polisario
Front sources, Morocco has purchased
enormous amounts of land mines directly
from Brazil. Spain too sold military
weapons to Morocco beginning in 1976,
and, even though Spain did announce
a stoppage of arm sales to Morocco in
December, 1977, weapons sales have
continued.
While Israel has not supplied weapons
to Morocco, it has provided military advisors. Saudi Arabia, too, has membership
in the "strange bedfellows association,"
providing Morocco with large sums of
aid, while realizing that parts of this aid
package are for weapons purchases.
However, unquestionably the largest
supplier of military arms is the United
States. From 1974 to date, U.S. arms sales
and military aid to Morocco have
amounted to just under $2 billion. This
has been one of Washington's best kept
secrets as very few Americans have even
heard of the Western Sahara, much less
have any knowledge of the plight of the
Sahrawis and the role of the United States
in the conflict. Such a lack of information
on the part of most Americans is certainly
understandable, as the Executive Body of
this country has remained silent on this
issue.
It also must be pointed out that most
members of Congress have failed in their
obligation to have Congressional debate
on this matter and, by neglecting this ob-
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ligation, such members of Congress have
denied their constituencies information
on policy matters in this region of the
world. The Reagan Administration took
full advantage of such a lax Congressional attitude and was able to continue
America's secret African war without
hindrance from Congress or opposition
from the American people. For example,
10 days before Congress began its recess
in August, 1987, the Reagan Administration notified legislators of its planned sale
of 100 tanks to Morocco. As Congress did
not receive the required 30 day notification for sales of military weapons, Morocco received 100 high-tech M48A5
tanks without full Congressional debate.
The Reagan Administration thus was able
to double Morocco's inventory of U.S.manufactured tanks from this sale without the foreign policy implications being
debated by Congress or the American
people being advised and afforded the
opportunity to express their opinions.
Like Israel, the United States also has
furnished military advisors to Morocco.
In December, 1981, 30 U.S. military advisors arrived in Morocco to provide tactical instructions for Moroccan pilots,
many of whom had received flight training at air force bases in the United States.
Another group of 25 U.S. military advisors arrived in Morocco in Spring, 1982.
At that time Moroccan forces were committed to fixed positions which gave the
Polisario Front soldiers the opportunity
to utilize guerrilla tactics through taking
the initiative. The mission of these U.S.
military advisors was to instruct elite Mo-

roccan units on taking the initiative away
from the Polisario Front guerrillas by
leaving their defense perimeters and
launching mobile commando-type attacks on the Polisario Front forces.
The plan failed and U.S. military advice was for Moroccan forces to once
again become committed to fixed positions, this time behind a series of sandand-stone walls erected in the barren
Saharan Desert, at the cost of over a billion dollars. A large part of that money
was provided from the nearly $150 million per year military package provided
by the United States. The 2,500 kilometer
length of walls are affixed with U.S. and
South African tanks, fixed and mobile
cannons, and machine gun nests.
The walls are guarded by U.S.-built radar and, to utilize Pentagon jargon, the
latest in "electronic integrated intrusion
detection systems." Barbed wire and land
mines lie directly in front. The United
States also provides Moroccan military
intelligence with spy satellite reports of
Polisario Front activity along the walls.
The information reaches the Moroccan
frontline positions within three hours of
being picked up. This new Pentagon plan
was presented to the Moroccans as the
"final solution".
This "final solution" became no solution at all. Moroccan fixed positions
meant that the Polisario Front forces had
knowledge of Moroccan troop locations
and activities at all times, which granted
the Polisario Front the initiative of attack
and once again placed Moroccan troops
into a constant defensive posture.
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The wall strategy has, in fact, turned
the conflict from one of a possible military victory on the field by either force
into a war of containment. The Polisario
Front forces have seized upon this containment philosophy and made the war
one of attrition. According to the Sahrawis' leader, President Mohammed Abdelaziz, the war costs Morocco between $2$8 million per day. Morocco, with
military aid and advice from the United
States, has found its Vietnam in the Saharan Desert.
Morocco has not fared any better on
the diplomatic front. The Sahrawis have
formed a government-in-exile, the Sahrawis A r a b D e m o c r a t i c Republic
(S.A.D.R.), although the Sahrawis will
argue that the S.A.D.R. is really not a
government-in-exile as their offices are
actually located in areas of the Western
Sahara which are free from Moroccan occupation. The S.A.D.R. has an elected
president and recognition by 71 nations.
By contrast, not a single nation, including the United States, recognizes Morocco's claim to the Western Sahara. In 1983,
the Organization of African Unity
(O.A.U.) granted membership to the
S.A.D.R. and presented a peace plan
based on a popular referendum. The plan
had the blessing of the United Nations
General Assembly which had previously
called for a settlement based on a similar
initiative. Morocco, however, fearing the
outcome, has steadfastly refused such
diplomatic actions.
This was not the first time that Morocco ignored diplomatic actions with respect to sovereignty issues in the Western
Sahara. The Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice, which was
rendered in October, 1975, rejected both
Moroccan and Mauritanian claims to
pre-colonial territorial sovereignty rights
over the Western Sahara, and stated
clearly that it upheld the Western Saharans' right to self-determination. Morocco rejected these findings within a few
hours of their publication when that nation's ruler, King Hassan II, announced
his own plans for the disputed territory.
Still, diplomatic actions continued full
force. The Sahrawi refugee camps were
visited in 1986, by both the Secretary General of the U N . and the O.A.U. Chairman. As a result, the U.N. Secretary General dispatched a technical mission to the
disputed region in November, 1987, to determine the best method of conducting a
cease fire, followed by a referendum. In
April, 1988, the disputed territory was
visited by the O.A.U. Chairman who was
seeking the same goals. The following
month, the U.N. Secretary General met
with King Hassan II to discuss the November findings, but the meeting was
cut short as the Kind once again turned
his back on events which he could not
16

orchestrate.
Although in September, 1988 the Polisario forces and Morocco were reported
to have accepted a U.N. and O.A.U. referendum to end the war (the contents of
which remain secret), at least two major
battles were fought immediately after.
For Morocco to reject a true cease fire
can be described as a self-defeating position. The Banque de Maroc has confirmed reports that over half of Morocco's gross domestic production is
funneled directly into the occupation and
war effort. All of this at the cost of food
riots in Morocco itself, a nation which for
years had a food surplus; which has a
foreign debt of over $15 billion and continues to spend $2-$8 million per day on
an unwinnable war and for funding occupational claims of a sovereignty which no
one recognizes.
Several questions beg to be asked: Why
does the United State continue economic,
military, and moral support for a war effort which it has deemed unwinnable?
Why has the United States divorced itself
from traditional backing for colonized
peoples in matters of self-determination
and instead chosen to stand behind a Moroccan sovereignty claim which not a single nation in the world recognizes, which
in fact the World Court has ruled against?
There are strategic reasons why the
United States backs Morocco: Morocco's
geographical location and that U.S. naval
vessels dock regularly at Moroccan ports
cannot be overlooked. In the event of a
stepped-up conflict anywhere in the Persian Gulf, U.S. rapid deployment forces
would have full access to military bases

throughout Morocco. Finally, the fact
that the King has aided U.S. efforts to
obtain peace in the Middle East must, in
the eyes of Washington, have its reward,
even if that reward is making war somewhere else.
The amount of ongoing aid, particularly in fhe form of military weapons, and
moral support which the U.S. has given to
Morocco, especially during the years of
the Reagan Administration, makes it impossible for Washington to ignore what
the end effect is for the Sahrawi people.
For the Sahrawis living under Moroccan
occupation, the daily threat of joining the
ranks of the disappeared or being sent to a
secret prison is a real possibility which
occurs frequently.
As for the Sahrawi refugees, they have
surprised even nature by surviving for
over 13 years in a place which previously
was uninhabitable. Full credit for this
truly amazing feat must be given to the
Sahrawi women who play much more
than just a casual role in the camps—they
are the camps. The Sahrawi men are, for
the most part, all at the front, returning
only for a two-week stay in the camps
twice yearly. The full burden of refugee
camp survival therefore has fallen upon
the Sahrawi women who have set an incredible example on how to create and
organize something out of nothing.
For example, the Sahrawi refugee population has been divided into four refugee
camps, referred to as wilayas, each bearing the name of a Western Saharan city
presently under Moroccan occupation.
Each of the four wilayas is comprised of
several tent camps which are called

Major Carlos Wilson, author and Journalist, has been writing about liberation
movements for over 20 years. Within the past year, he Journeyed twice to the
Sahara Desert to write of the plight of the Sahrawi people. Major Wilson has also
written many articles on Africa, specifically Angola, and Is author of the book,
The Tumpamaros: The Unmentionables, detailing how the oppressed people of
Uruguay utilized guerrilla warfare against dictatorial rule.
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A survivor told of a mother struggling to pick up
and comfort her dying napalmed baby...an
impossibility as that mother had lost both arms
in the bombing raids.
dairas. Each daira has representatives
which are elected yearly, and these elected
officials, almost exclusively women, are
in charge of education, health, food distribution, and security for their respective
daira. The Sahrawi women also participate in national government by holding a
number of political offices.
The system works and works well. Day
care centers are provided for pre-school
children. In addition, primary and secondary schools have been established, so
everyone is afforded an opportunity for
an education, including women with children. In fact, a large educational facility
known as the 27th February School was
started in 1979, to assist women with children. Today, the literacy rate of the Sahrawis is over 80 percent, the highest of any
African nation.
Each wilaya has a makeshift hospital,
and there is a national hospital for the
more serious cases. The hospitals are, of
course, extremely limited in the medical
services provided as both medical supplies and equipment are scarce. Several
Sahrawi women have studied medicine
abroad and have returned to these hospitals as fully qualified nurses and physicians. Women from the Sahrawi Red
Crescent recently have begun a nursing
school in the camps.
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The wilayas also have makeshift work
shops where Sahrawi women weave rugs
and create handicrafts out of brass artillery shells and bomb fragments. In addition, wood carving is practiced when
wood becomes available. The supply of
wood is very limited—the only place
where wood can be found in the barren
desert is at the wall. The Moroccans utilize large wooden stakes to secure the
barbed wire in place. When the Polisario
Front forces cut through the barbed wire
to breach the wall, the precious wooden
stakes are pulled up and sent to the
camps. In an area where there is nothing,
the Sahrawi women have learned not to
overlook anything potentially usable.
Probably one of the greatest accomplishments and surprises found in the
camps is that each wilaya now has a small
vegetable farm. While the fare produced
from these farms will not meet the
Sahrawi food demands, the carrots, corn,
dates, onions, tomatoes, and mint for the
tea grown at these tiny farms are an important contribution to the limited food
supply. Recently, three warehouse-like
buildings, located near one of the wilayas, were put into full operation, providing a controlled environment for several thousand chickens. The resulting
eggs have introduced a much needed sup-

ply of protein into the Sahrawi diet.
The Sahrawis are concerned not only
about feeding themselves but, in addition, they also have the responsibility for
feeding several thousand Moroccan prisoners-of-war. The Polisario Front takes
great pride in the fact that this obligation
is met, although it is a strain on the short
food supply. The Polisario Front is
equally proud of the fact that each and
every Moroccan prisoner-of-war can be
accounted for, receives appropriate and
timely medical attention, is allowed visits
from the Red Crescent, receives mail and
is permitted to write home—is, in short,
very well looked after. The same cannot
be said for Polisario Front forces when
they are taken prisoner by the Moroccans.
It is not clearly known what happens to
captured Sahrawi soldiers, and Morocco
refuses to comment on this subject. Morocco will not account for a single captured Polisario Front soldier and has
refused to discuss the Sahrawi offer of
exchanging 10 Moroccan soldiers for each
Polisario Front prisoner.
But the Sahrawis are accustomed to living with unknowns and uncertainties under the harshest of conditions, while
never losing hope or giving in to despair.
They remain hopeful in fact, that the incoming administration in Washington
will do what is right for all nations of the
Maghreb by ending America's secret African war and assisting the Sahrawi people in reclaiming their homeland.
•
On December 8, 1988, two planes which
had been operating under a contract with
the United States Agency for International Development came under missile
attack over the Western Sahara. One was
shot down, killing the crew of five; the
other, though damaged, managed to land
in Morocco. The planes were presumably
to be used for spraying against locusts,
but were not spraying or conducting any
other operations under contract as they
moved across the contested desert. Therefore, the United States Government had
no direct responsibility for the planes'
route. Officials said the pilots could have
chosen a different route.
The Polisarios took responsibility for
the shooting, expressed their "deep sorrow" and said that the attack was "neither premeditated nor intentional."
The statement from Polisario headquarters said that the planes—DC- 7s—
were mistaken for Moroccan military C130s. It also said Polisario would return
the five bodies to their families without
delay.
Perhaps most interesting, although
news of the attack initially made the front
pages of all New York's major newspapers, subsequent developments were relegated to three inches or less of space and
buried inside the newspapers' pages.
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UN CANTO POR LA PAZ
EL SALVADOR
A Festival of Music
for Peace
In the last days of April, 1988, an unprecedented festival of music was held in
the tragedy-laden country of El Salvador:
Un Canto Por La Paz. It was my privilege
to travel there with my daughter, Holly
Near, who was among the musicians from
many lands invited by the University of El
Salvador and willing to perform in a place
dangerously disreputable for the government's repression of its own people; for
the killing of four American nuns on the
lonely road from the airport; for the
assassination of Archbishop Romero
when he began to speak the political
truth, for its death squads. It is also a land
where the flowers of courage grow.
The Festival was not to be a clandestine
event. It was not meant to be part of the
music one dares sing only to oneself in
many parts of this troubled world. The
primary initiators representing students,
labor and artists, sought permission of
the government and the Ministry of Culture. As the appointed time approached,
stages were built, the best available sound
technology was pieced together, and although it was never clear if the concerts
actually would be allowed to happen, the
people simply occupied the space. The
music would carry a message that would
not be reported in the daily paper, but
neither would an embarrassing word get
back to the constituencies of the U.S.
Congress that the recipient of its third
largest grant of "aid" would not tolerate
an international music festival. Elections
were about to happen in El Salvador. For
the benefit of the visiting press there was a
brief surcease of terror. It was into this
welcome interlude that the astute Salva1S

HOLLY NEAR (left) shares a quiet
moment with Celia (no last name) from
Nueva America during a rehearsal for
El Canto Por La Paz.

dorean cultural workers dreamed un
canto por la paz.
And so we arrived at the airport of San
Salvador. Our bags were searched and
found to contain only clothes, sheaves of
music and cameras. Holly and I said
goodbye to each other in the sense that
from now on we would not indulge in the
historical gossip that is creative among
friends learning together in a society of
humans hurtling toward peace or extinction . Our every word would henceforth be
responsible, audible. There seemed to be
no one to meet us among the well-dressed
Salvadoreans expecting passengers on
our plane. Suddenly we were welcomed by
a man we did not know and taken into a
worn van and carried bounding along the
highway to San Salvador.
Our driver was a large man with a
smooth young face from which his hand
PHOTO STEVE CAGEN

seemed ever to try to erase worry, and a
smile one yearns to study again and
again. He was one of the organizers of the
Festival. We would discover that he is a
fine artist—so talented that the galleries
cannot exclude him. He paints the
anguish of El Salvador in colors of wheat,
blood and storm clouds, and tells us that
people who can afford to buy art, do not
buy his. I bought one of this artist's
paintings. The picture shows a woman
cradling a new baby. Her all-enveloping
cloak extends beyond the sides of the
paper; her face is a human cry; there is a
gun strapped to her back. A woman who
has given birth defends life with death! A
mother and a grandmother, I have taken
this picture to be framed, but I do not
know how I will live with it.
In San Salvador we are housed with
most of the musicians in a small hotel
downtown. Our room has four beds and a
bathroom with a shower. Everything is
worn but clean. A single plate meal is
served at any time the artists are able to
get home to eat. This is a big order and we
understand that we should not ask for
special effects. But the coffee, ah, is right
from where good coffee comes from!
The man who originally invited Holly
to El Salvador greets the musicians at the
hotel. He is tall, slender, soft-spoken,
graceful. He must know well the numbers
that speak to us of an unimaginable reality. Seventy-thousand lives lost in the last
eight years, a half-million refugees, 70
percent unemployed, hunger never fully
assuaged. All United States aidEl Salvador has received has not repaired the
earthquake damage—at least not in the
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barrios: there is rubble everywhere. I won- They couple words and melodies as paintder about this. Unable to ask, I need to ers prepare a palette. Across the years,
read; I understand the need for the liter- should Holly phone me after a concertacy campaigns. It is documented infor- in Dublin or Missoula, Amherst or Tomation that most of the assistance money kyo—my second question is, "What did
has lined the pockets of the rich; it has you sing?" And so I wondered what a
been used to train counter-insurgency North American entertainer would sing
troops, to buy military equipment, to in El Salvador, where beneath the winter
make war on common people whose sunlight, the heart well knows the dirge.
goals sound so familiar: the right to have
Talking with her hosts about her lyrical
food, shelter and learning, to form unions and bargain collectively, to be secure
from police attack, to not be abducted, to
not be disappeared. We are told that ASTAC, the performing artists' union, is un- Army recruiters resort
der constant surveillance, its members ento kidnapping 15 year
during the ceaseless psychological
repression of being followed by marked olds...Dictators pursue
and unmarked cars, of being watched by
strangers. It is the same for MAICES, the their horrors in uniform
writers' union.
or business suits.
The first evening, we met an American,
Dave Evans, a veteran who lost both his
legs in Vietnam. Dave comes to El Salvador and finds victims of the war, especially the most helpless, the single women choices, Holly asked, "Should I be careand children. With first-hand empathy, ful lest we endanger the Festival?"
he measures those who have lost an arm, a
"Not you, the danger is here already.
leg or both. He goes back to The States Be a little discreet until the Festival beand constructs the needed limbs at the gins. Then sing whatever you wish. The
laboratory of the UCLA rehabilitation Salvadorean artists will express more than
center. He returns to say to a child in El you know.'' He knew that everyone particSalvador, "Walk!"
ipating in Un Canto Por La Paz, in any
Holly's accompanist for all the con- large or small capacity, including the hocerts was Barbara Higbee, a superb pian- tel people and the people who printed the
ist and violin player who worked on the program, put her or his life on the line.
album, "Watch Out," which is dedicated
Holly and Barbara took part in four
to those who love the land where dreams major concerts and in a forum about the
ofpeace are made. The title song, written nueva cancion at the University of El Salby Holly and John McCutcheon, warns vador campuses. To be an invited guest at
that a United States President, at any time the University is not quite the same as
and without commensurate provocation, being invited to sing at Zellerbach Hall,
will think of "sending in the marines Cal-Berkeley. A different history hovers
again!" Barbara came to El Salvador over and intrudes upon the ambiance of
with her own thoughts and professional the event. In their excellent book, El Salresponsibility; many musicians were un- vador, The Face Of Revolution, Robert
willing to go.
Armstrong and Janet Shenk explain the
Another singer was the well-loved Am- Latin American tradition of the univerpara Ochoa of Mexico, a woman known sity as neutral and autonomous ground
to have the heart to move people to their for the development of ideas, and home
feet cheering a single phrase of revolu- to the popular organizations which have
tionary song. One day as she waited dur- their offices there. The popularorganizaing sound-check, some children playing tions are the tools for democratic develin the balcony threw a paper airplane opment and intercommunication among
which landed on her head. With dignity various segments of society. They were—
and good aim she threw it back at them. in 1980.
In 1980, tanks, armored cars and hunShe expected the children in her audience
and invited a few on stage one evening to dreds of soldiers arrived. They fired into
classrooms. Building were bombed. Stusing with her.
Ubaca Hill of the North American dents and teachers were killed. The Unigroup, The Human Condition, was fas- versity was closed. Equipment was stolen,
cinating in her beaded dredlocks and books were sold away, records were disAfro-American clothes. There were mu- persed. There was no longer a place from
sic-makers from Venezuela, Costa Rica, which to coordinate the activities of the
Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, the United popular organizations. Four years later
States, and, of course, the intrepid intense pressure from abroad forced the
doors to swing open, but without governSalvadoreans.
All singers know hundreds of songs. ment support.
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It was in a building at the University
that we came across a concrete floor
strewn with banners, ribbons of canvass
and tubs of paint.

UN CANTO POR LA PAZ CON
SOBERANIA Y INDEPENDENCE
EN EL SALVADOR.
Vividly I recalled Jeff Langley and Holly
crouching on the grass as they painted
banners that would fly across Main
Street, U.S.A. It was 1966. Their songs
would be love songs and they would
mourn Vietnam.
The Salvadorean organizers divided
the performing artists into two groups.
One concert would be held in San Miguel,
a four-hour bus ride to the south. On
arrival it was discovered that soldiers had
used bayonets to destroy the improvised
stage. Always concerned for security, the
organizers decided to return the artists to
San Salvador, but not before driving by
the concert site to show the courageous
audience that the artists had indeed tried
to appear. When the artists saw the spirit
of the 500 people waiting, they were unable to leave. They unpacked their instruments, walked out on the field and did the
concert without a stage. Helicopters
roared overhead until they were called off
as a direct consequence of phones ringing at many embassies and at the High
Command.
Meanwhile, Holly and Barbara were
among those assigned to Santa Ana, the
second largest city in El Salvador. Out on
the grass of the stadium used mostly for
soccer games and horse races, the little
stage was dwarfed by literally piles of
loudspeakers. It seemed like any ball
game—but with a difference. Each human being had taken a major risk just to
be there.
Holly's ownHay Una MujerDesaparecida was listened to in hushed acknowledgement. I glanced at the people around
me, feeling the presence of so many who
know intimately someone who has vanished or been murdered before their eyes.
Prior to the Festival concerts, a compagnero drove us by jeep along a dusty
road to a rural parish where a European
minister, a woman, had arranged a gathering of lay leaders to learn new songs.
They had come from afar, bringing their
guitars and accordions. For those who
did not read or write there was generous
repetition. It was a lusty choir practice.
After Holly was introduced, appreciating
the room full of singers, she did a verse of
Mountain Song, explaining its Appalachian context. / have dreamed on this
mountain. ..and ifyou have come to take
my land, you will have to take me first!
The Salvadoreans seemed pleased by
the lovely voice raised in their church, and
by the sharp edge of the song. Ownership
of land is a central theme in all revolution19

ary programs, although in El Salvador a
dream cruelly deferred.
At a Christian Base Community in
Zacamil, we attended a Holy Communion service. Young people took part in
reading the scriptures (John 10, 11-18 and
Apostles 4,8-13) and members of the congregation were invited to take part in the
exegesis. I am reminded of Margaret Randall's book, Christians In The Nicaraguan Revolution.
"A spectre is haunting Latin America:
It is liberation theology. It is a theology
that returns to the origins of Christianity, is strongly rooted in Biblical experience and claims the historical role of
Jesus the liberator. It recovers the true
message of the word of God, distorted
through centuries of domination. But,
above all, liberation theology emerges
from a practice of Christian faith in the
daily lives of men and women whose
need to live out their doctrines has led
them to find new formulations for
their faith."
The need is strong in this parish. The portrait of a murdered priest hangs on the
wall facing the altar—Octavio Ortiz, the
first young man ordained by Archbishop
Romero when he too was young.
One afternoon, a young North American woman came to Holly's concert with
a lively four-year-old she called her
daughter—once a Salvadorean orphan of
the war—cute and cared for and very free.
I thought about how blessed they are in
sharing the vivid experience of such a missionary. Her mother writes to her home
church, her sponsor. Here, she describes
an Easter Mass:
' 'To the Salvadoreans as the new planting season approaches, the Resurrection touches every day life, announcing
a new future, or a new start. As we
waited for the priest to arrive, little
children came into the chapel carrying
baby chicks and bottles of water. By
the time the Mass actually started, the
building was a chaotic menagerie. Bottles were piled up near the altar to have
their contents turned into holy water.
As a farmer, I could relate to asking
God's blessing on the new young animals, but, I asked a volunteer, why so
many water bottles? The answer was
that they are for baptizing dying
babies."
Holly asked this wonderful woman of
such brief acquaintance to send her documented cases of repression within her immediate area. Following is only one:
On Monday, the 25th of April, in Canton El Limon, Soyopango, just outside
San Salvador, a group of armed men
came to the house of Juan Hector
Rivera Villanueva, 45, searching for
some guerrillas. They demanded that
Rivera come with them. His mother,
20

Nicolasa Rivera Palacios, aged 77, said
that if they were going to take him, they
would have to take her too. Subsequently both were found shot to death.
The 77-year-old mother had been
raped.
There are many similar events factually
described on the pages Holly's friend
brought to our hotel. In her Carta de la
Gracia, she ponders the character of her

"Who are these people
who need to demand
so much death to
secure their lives?"
reports. "My goal is to tell the truth about
what I see in El Salvador. The slant that I
have is that of a person of faith.. .If I seem
to be taking sides in what I relate, it is that
I am taking the side that Jesus Christ
took, the side of the oppressed, the sick,
the lame, the hungry, the marginalized
. the truth as I see it, hear it, experience
it, is that the government commits the
vast majority of [human rights] abuses,
the guerrillas a tiny percentage. One
priest I talked to said that in the last year
and a half there have been 21 people disappeared from his community by government security forces, and one by the guerrillas—and that person was returned alive
to his home and family. The other response I have gotten is that I paint too
grim a picture to be readable. I understand that. I live in it."
We rode out from the city so that Holly
could see more than a microphone and a
sea of faces. We discovered a beautiful, at
times mountainous, land; open houses
with roofs of stucco, red tile or thatch;
graceful dark-skinned people walking
along the roadside, women often with
large loads balanced on their heads; white
oxen pulling carts made of hewn poles.
There was rubble everywhere, from the
earthquake. Some of the damage had
been caused by an army that has made
war on its own. We are told that there is a
high rate of desertion from this senseless
destruction. Army recruiters resort to
kidnapping 15 years olds, forcing them to
do its cruel work by blackmail threats to
harm their families. Dictators pursue
their horrors in uniform or business suits.
I try to comprehend that the taxes paid by
United States working people are picking
up the tab.
One way to relate to the history that
haunts the present in El Salvador is to
recall our country's darker history. Some

of the spoken words Holly includes in her
concerts describe our own indigenous
people whose land and, ultimately, whose
total reality was invaded by the Europeans; religious communities fleeing persecution, yet sometimes persecuting others;
immigrants escaping economic oppression, brought to the United States,
unknowing, to be oppressed again; industrial workers whose very breath was
expropriated in the mines; Africans arriving as property in chains; Asian women
bending over machines in sweat shops; of
the poor even now, suffering the consequences of a rift between the very few who
have and the many who don't.
In El Salvador, Holly is told, the rich
put their money to work for them in their
native land's abundant resources, while
they enjoy shameless luxury on large
estates behind high walls—or even in
Miami. In the United States there are parallels. The Reagan Administration harbored the very rich and refused to fund
the equalizing programs of social concern
that are the appropriate role of government. El Salvador is a warning parable,
made manifest.
One Sunday we stood among families
holding baskets of food and kerchiefs of
necessities. We were waiting outside the
gates of the Ilopango prison. Most of the
women here have been incarcerated for
stealing or prostitution. I ponder these
"crimes" in a land where the rich agricultural resource has been planted to export
crops like coffee, sugar and tobacco,
while the peasants have no land on which
to grow their own food.
The woman with whom Holly had
come to talk was considered a political
prisoner. She told her story eloquently
and without pause. Armed men had broken into her house and taken her away,
leaving her young children to care for
themselves. She was blindfolded. They
interrogated her for hours, saying that
they had captured her older sons. They
threatened to gouge out their eyes if she
did not provide information. She insisted
she had nothing to tell. She could hear her
oldest son scream, and one voice scolding
the other for torturing him when his
mother was nearby. She tore off the blindfold; they would have to meet her face to
face. What have I done? They accused her
of selling eggs at the airforce base so that
she could spy for the guerrillas. Again she
insisted that she knew nothing. "But
what about your sons?'' "My sons do not
tell me what they do." "Where are your
parents?" "They are dead." "Too bad!
Now you have no one to defend you." It
was only while recounting this dialogue
that her eyes filled with tears. She says her
son suffered brain damage from the torture. Her daughter, visiting as we were,
also told of her terror. A wide-eyed, eager
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child, maybe 13 years old, she had not led
a political life at all. Now she had to live
with a mother in prison! The welldressed, educated family had been thrust
into a world of repression they had never
noticed. The nightmare leaves no one out.
This woman, now out of prison, believed that she owed her life to letterwriting efforts by people in the United
States. We were told over and over that
one-on-one campaigns, mentioning a
prisoner's name, send a weighted message: If this person is harmed, there will
be trouble, all the way up the line. There
are intimate vulnerabilities in the public
relations between Washington and the
dictators it tries to make into democrats.
Another story from El Salvador. A
puppeteer who played for children was
organizing a cultural workers' union. He
was dragged into a death squad car and
has not been heard of in five years.
"When it comes to human rights," said
the Secretary of the Human Rights
Commission, "there is no middle
ground. They are either violated or they
are respected."
Holly was sitting in his office among
gruesome pictures on the walls documenting the brutal slaying of Herbert
Anaya Sanabria. Because he exposed the
human rights violations of the right wing,
Herbert Anaya was blown to bits in his
car. The photographer, a young woman,
was among us. She had been given the
terrible task of documentation and had
accomplished it. We can do no less than
see.. .in unforgettable detail.
The San Francisco Chronicle of May
22nd, 1988, has a picture of the wife of
Herbert Ernesto Anaya. She was forced
to flee for her life because she spoke out
against the man who had her husband
killed. There was never a trial. She has
asked that a committee of lawyers and
jurists from the U.S., Europe and Canada
go to El Salvador to carry out an investigation with access to the records. Herself
a lawyer, Mima de Anaya is presently on
tour, speaking about the meaning of
events in Central America. Without interpretation, it is hard for North Americans
to understand the news releases. We cannot know from here who voted, who
dared to stay away, who was forced or
who refused to give creditability to a
staged election by casting a ballot. We
cannot begin to honor the secret acts of
courage in a faraway land. But we can do
something about our ignorance. We can
speak aloud so that no one within reach
of our voices need ask, "Which one is
Salvador?"
And we can ask, "Who are these people who need to demand so much death to
secure their lives?"
It is almost impossible for someone like
me to get it straight, once and for all, but I
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try to reach down through inherited assumptions of kindliness to grasp the
themes we need to drum into our heads:
economic exploitation of the many by the
few—worldwide and getting wider; the
use of military force to destroy wholly
reasonable movements for change; U.S.
government and corporate support for
those armies; a growing tragic acceptance
among repressed people that armed

Death stalks El
Salvador. It is not the
death of victims but
the death of heroes.
struggle may be their last and only hope.
Death stalks El Salvador. It is not the
death of victims but the death of heroes.
"Give me liberty or give me death'.'
I do not fear when I say these things
that I will hear a banging on the door
before dawn, that soldiers in civilian
clothes will break into my home, put a gun
in my face, murder my children, bury us in
the canyon beyond The Springs, and call
our family disappeared.
The people of El Salvador need fundamental change, and if they call this revolution, it is a good word in my American
history book. Their hopes should not be
called communism, which is nowhere to
be visited on earth. ESCATE, a legal services project of the Southern California
Ecumenical Council, reports that the human rights situation is as frightening as
before. Two hundred political assassinations have been documented since the regional Central American Peace Plan was
signed in 1987. Meanwhile, our country
proposes to find a "middle ground". I
know that many members of The Congress would like to find one, but in our
fear of "the left" we have destroyed the
middle. And, in shame, there is more
profit to be made out of injustice. So, the
ARENA party becomes more arrogant;
popular organizations have gone underground. Anyone who advocates doing
anything about the plight of the poor is
labelled FLMN, the Farabundi Marti
National Liberation Front. Are they
communist? They speak for a pluralistic
society that must be allowed to step out
uniquely Salvadorean paths for the evolving human species on planet earth.
The final concert of the Festival was
held in the Civic Plaza of San Salvador.
Holly sang early, then, had to leave. Her
schedule had produced a long-time commitment to a support-network for bat-

tered women.in St. Louis, Missouri. At
Holly's request, I returned to the Festival
to be her eyes and ears to the end.
The plane was late. As the airport emptied, Holly became startled by her lack of
options should the plane fail to arrive.
She would spendfivelonely hours writing
in her ever-present notebook: "... I let my
mind imagine for a moment the details of
my fear. This is what Salvadoreans live
with every day, trying to breathe in the
airlessness of dictatorship, endless misinformation, not knowing for sure..." The
plane didfinallyarrive. The trip was made
with unaccountable delays. Holly
reached the stage door in St. Louis minutes before curtain time.
It has always been hard for me to write
about a person, an artist, called my
child—whom I have watched intently as
she evolved from a seven-year-old entertainer at a Grange meeting in the rural old
west to a consummate artist singing poetry to a people who have been among the
primary victims of the United States' misguided—no, evil—foreign policy. El Salvador showed Holly Near to me in new
colors, a red-haired minority of one. I saw
her undaunted by the awareness that she
could be an easy mark for either side of a
bitter war which cannot properly be
called a civil war, should the right be furious or someone on the left misunderstand
her complex role. I saw her caution and
unhesitating judgment in entering a society that makes no rules for its random use
of terror. I felt her tireless sensitivity to
the torrent of stories needing to be told
and hard to hear. In the midst of a performer's gratifying applause, I knew her
always to be weighing the responsibility
of the cultural worker. Since she learned
the concept from the Vietnamese in the
'70s, Holly has explored that role. This
was written in that deserted airport:
"How can we in the cultural sector—
or, if you prefer, the artistic community—who value artistic freedom, who
treasure the right and the opportunity
for expression, and who believe in—in
fact, are fascinated by—diversity, be
helpful to our peers in the poorer part
of the world from El Salvador to Appalachia, from Big Mountain to Zimbabwe? How can we be helpful without
repeating the errors of past cultural
aggression?"
Meanwhile, Un Canto Por La Paz was
proceeding toward its final exuberant
hour. Suddenly there appeared on stage
an unannounced group of musicians.
They began to play. Recognition grew,
disbelief and joy: Cutamay Camones, for
years not permitted to perform in their
homeland. Their chosen name is that of a
small town where, in 1981, patriots arose
continued on pg. 31
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As we got to the door of the shed, he
grabbed us and dragged us inside. Then
he picked up a stick and started thrashing
y father's voice roared
me on my bare legs and my behind. I
from the shed: "Sis! El- could feel my skin getting red and sore. I
wood! come in here!" My
sobbed over and over again, "Daddy, we
brother and I looked at
didn't do anything. Please! Don't!
each other—scared looks.
Daddy, Daddy, what did we d o ? "
We could tell from the well-known tone of
He didn't say a word, his face set in a
Daddy's voice that we were in trouble. I
familiar contortion. He pushed me down
was about eight and a half and I was very
and took the stick to my brother, who was
familiar with my father's moods by then.
two and a half years younger than I. My
We dragged ourselves slowly to the brother cried out in pain and terror.
door of the shed. Daddy was yelling in a
In a minute or two, my father dropped
rage. He had been mowing the lawn—the the stick, pushed us back out the door,
old-fashioned, hard way by pushing a and screamed, "Go out there and clean
hand mower. My brother and I had been up. I'll teach you to mess up all my hard
assigned to rake up the grass cuttings.
work!"
It was a hot, sticky, typical Chicago
Weeping and gasping, we stumbled
summer day. We had amused ourselves by
around raking the grass and putting it
raking the sweet-smelling grass into the into baskets. My skin burned and perspioutlines of a house, then filled an old tub ration made it worse; there were red welts
with water, deliberately splashing on our- on my legs and blood was trickling down
selves in the process, and placed it in the from an open cut. My brother, with his
bathroom of our grass house.
long pants, didn't sting as much as I, but
But Daddy, who was hotter and more he moaned every time he leaned over to
tired than we were, was furious at this pick up the grass. I tried to give him the
easier tasks of holding the basket and cardiversion.

by Marjorie Swann
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rying the rake. After all, I was older and
should have known we would make
Daddy angry.
As we worked, we could hear my mother's voice in the house, and then my father
shouting at her. I saw my sisters peek out
the window, fear and empathy combined
in their faces.
My mind seethed in anger and confusion. Why did Daddy get so mad? Not
just today, but lots of times. Couldn't he
just have come out and told us it was time
to stop playing? And where was Mommy?
She must have heard him hitting us. Why
didn't she ever stop him when he got
like that?
Once again the forbidden thought
forced open the door of my mind: "They
don't love El and me. We must not be their
real children. We must be adopted. We
should run away and find our real parents
and they would love us and never hit us,
and give us enough to eat." But fear of the
unknown pushed the thought back into
its hiding place and closed the door.
That evening, after everyone had eaten
except me—I had to sit at the table and
watch, with only a glass of water in front
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of me—my mother ran cool water into the
bathtub and gently washed me with the
sweet-smelling soap, carved like a rose,
that was only used on special occasions.
She murmured over the welts and cuts.
I sensed her sorrow, but she said not one
word of condemnation of my father.
imilar scenes occurred all during
my childhood and adolescence.
My mother has told me that Dad
started beating me when I was
two months old; he came in from
the barn after beating the cattle with
chains, and started on me, his first-born
child, whom he probably blamed subconsciously for "having to get married." He
abused my mother and my two sisters, as
well as my brother and me, and sometimes
he got out his revolver—which he carried
legally because he worked for the postal
service—and threatened us with it.
At the end of my first year of college,
after 18 years, my mother left him. It was
a terror-filled night, followed by several
days and nights of fearful flight. She persuaded the court to give her a restraining
order—no easy task in that day and age—
and then she got a divorce.
Years later I talked with Dad about his
abuse, his affairs with other women, his
mood swings. At first he used excuses—
"Your mother provoked me," and "You
know I was shell-shocked and gassed in
the war (World War I) and couldn't help
it." We got past those stock answers and
explored our real feelings. He broke down
and cried, saying he knew he was wrong—
would I please forgive him? I told him
how hard it was, how many years I had
carried the confusion and anger, how seriously my whole life had been affected because I did not know how to resist the
emotional abuse which came my way during my 35 years of marriage. Yet, how
could I refuse to forgive this frail old man
who talked about his battlefield experiences in France and Belgium, whose eyes
teared as he reminisced about some of our
good family times?

S

here is no doubt in my mind
that my violent childhood influenced me toward the nonviolent beliefs I have held all
my adult life. I was brought up
in the American Legion; my mother was
Chairman (no Chairpersons in those
days) of the Legion Auxiliary Rehabilitation Committee. She took me to visit veterans, where I saw with my own eyes the
effects of war on human beings: the physical and mental destruction of the men;
the women and children devastated by the
suffering of their husbands and fathers
years after the end of the war. My mother
would say, "You see, it's not as bad for us
as it is for them.'' I wondered why it had to
be bad for anybody.

T
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Armistice Day (now called Veterans'
Day) was a celebration of peace when I
was young. The theme of W.W.I., "The
war to end all wars", resounded again
and again. Every November 11, at precisely 11:00 a.m., everyone in school, at
work, on the street, turned and faced east
for a minute of silence, both in memory of
those who had died, and in dedication to
peace. As we children played among the
gravesites, orators vowed that the sacrifices had not been made in vain; never

My first arrest was for
picketing in front of the
British Embassy in
support of freedom for
India and for the
release of Mahatma
Gandhi from prison.
again would America's sons have to go
to war.
I grew up in the Methodist Church of
the "social gospel". My Sunday School
teacher was a middle-aged woman with a
hunchback. Her face radiated love and
spiritual dedication as she taught us
about Jesus' love for all people, and what
I later came to understand as nonviolence. She taught us that it was wrong to
despise someone because of the color of
his skin or because she wore ragged clothing or spoke with an accent.
I really believed all this. To me, it wasn't
just Sunday School talk or ceremonial
rhetoric. I connected it with my father's
violence, which was always explained,
"Daddy was shell-shocked and gassed in
the war, so we can't blame Daddy for the
way he acts." Even my beloved grandmother—Dad's stepmother—said that to
explain his moodiness and abuse.
Grandma was the person in my life who
taught me about love. She never scolded,
always hugged us, taught me to play
Scrabble (I still have her set); and was an
unending source of stories and books.
My greatest joy as a child was to sit in the
twilight in the swing hung between two
huge pines in her front yard, her arms
holding me as she taught me, "Star light,
star bright."
Years later, in a visit shortly before her
death, I told her about my pacifist beliefs.
She said, "Why, Marj, that's what I believe." We talked about the meaning of
life, the power of love, the human potential for good and evil. I felt the same joy
that I did sitting in that swing.
Other aspects of my growing-up also
influenced me deeply. My parents made
jokes about Black people, as most white

people did in those days (and often still
do). But my father brought home on occasion several co-workers from the post
office. Among those men were often a
couple of Black men whom Dad treated
just as he did the whites.
During my second year at Morgan Park
High School in Chicago, all the white parents took their children out of school for a
couple of weeks to protest the large number of Black children attending. The aim
of the boycott was to force the Board of
Education to send the Black students to
'their" high school in an almost allBlack neighborhood. The strategy didn't
work; Chicago's famous Democratic machine was not about to cave in to the few
overwhelmingly white Republican precincts and forego the Black votes in the
rest of the city.
During the boycott, I faithfully attended school every day, one of two white
students among all those who were Black.
My mother's reasons for making me go
were very different from mine for wanting
to. She wanted me to have a perfect attendance record, and nothing was going
to deter that. I thought the whole boycott
was silly. I had always talked and socialized with Black students as well as white,
and once I even invited a Black girl friend
to dance at one of the Friday afternoon
school hops. At the hops, the boys mostly
stood around the walls and gawked, except for those who were "going steady,"
while the girls danced with each other. For
my boldness, I was taken aside by one
of the teacher chaperones and told it
wasn't "proper" for me to dance with a
Black girl.
In my high school in the middle '30s,
our principal, Dr. Vincent Tubbs, started
an International Relations Club, where
we learned about other countries, other
cultures, and, most especially, that nations should not settle their differences by
means of war. We had pen pals in other
countries, and we studied their customs,
music and literature. I took those lessons
seriously, so I was dismayed when I visited
the school shortly after Pearl Harbor Day
in 1941 and heard Dr. Tubbs in assembly
speak about fighting for one's country
against the "Japs."
When I arrived at Northwestern University—a 16-year-old, naive, scared
freshman at a large, sophisticated university—I immediately started attending the
First Methodist Church in Evanston. The
minister was a well-known pacifist theologian, Dr. Ernest Fremont Tittle; and I
heard speakers on the campus—A.J.
Muste, Norman Thomas, and others.
Suddenly, my feelings about war and violence connected with the philosophy
these men were espousing. I volunteered
at Hull House, and learned about Jane
Addams, legendary woman social worker
and peace leader.
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I learned about the "Oxford Pledge"
—a world-wide pledge started by young
men at Oxford University in England
which stated that no signer would engage
in war against his fellow men of whatever
nation. The Pledge swept the campuses
of the United States in the late '30s. I
discovered books about nonviolence and
racial equality; and organizations such as
the Fellowship of Reconciliation and the
War Resisters League. I walked picket
lines for freedom for India, and sat in at
restaurants to persuade them to serve all
customers regardless of color. For me, it
was like finally coming home—to the real
home where my emotions, intellect and
commitment all met and melded together.
So began my life in the nonviolent
movement, which was to involve me over
the years in work for world peace, the civil
rights movement, the women's movement, the ecology movement; in struggles
for civil liberties, in labor organizing, and
—coming back to my origins—in work
on family abuse and violence.

B

y my senior year in college,
World War II loomed. Our
church young people's group
—people from all social and religious backgrounds—met

every Sunday, and after the evening program and service, we listened to President
Roosevelt's radio "fireside chats". We
understood clearly that the United States
was going to get involved and, committed
as most of us were to nonviolence, we
didn't know how to stop the inevitable
rush to war. It was a hard time—the hardest of my life—to be a pacifist. Somehow
we knew of the atrocities being committed by the Nazis. We felt there should be
nonviolent ways to resist such evil, and we
explored the issues with great seriousness
and sincerity. We were aware of the antisemitism in our own country, and that our
government did not have purely altruistic
motives for getting into the war. The
United States had ignored the rearming of
Germany, and the U.S. had shipped scrap
iron in great quantities to Japan to help
that country build its military machine.
Although the U.S. and the Soviet Union
became partners during World War II,
we knew of the anti-Communist stance
of the U.S. ever since the Russian Revolution (a stance quickly resumed in the
late '40s).
In the end, a number of the young men
in the group felt they had to enter the
armed forces. But far more requested and
received conscientious objector status
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from the reluctant draft board, and did
alternative service of various kinds; in a
few cases, men went to federal prison.
I moved to Washington, D.C. after
dropping out of college in my senior year
because of illness, and quickly became
involved in various activities in the nonviolent movement. My first arrest was for
picketing in front of the British Embassy
in support of freedom for India and for
the release of Mahatma Gandhi from
prison. I participated in "End the War
Now" demonstrations, in "Freedom for
Puerto Rico" demonstrations, and in an
interracial group which struggled to
change the racist practices of most Washington restaurants and other public facilities. In the early '40s, the only restaurants
in our nation's capital open to mixed racial groups or to Blacks were at the
YWCA and two or three cafeterias in government buildings.
I was a board member of an interracial
co-op which bought a house located between the headquarters of the National
Council of Negro Women and the Confederate Veterans of America building.
Ours was the first intentional interracial
living facility in D . C , and we often
laughed at the coincidental location of it.
I worked in department stores, and,
when a union organizer came along, I
joined her. We organized everyone in the
store except management—sales clerks,
stock clerks, office workers, janitors. We
were the first genuinely interracial union
in Washington, and because of that and
our across-the-board membership, we received no support from the D.C. Labor
Council. We watched union members
cross our picket line day after day. There
were just the two of us, because to call a
strike was illegal during the war years.
Our members were scared in any case, and
were threatened by management with losing their jobs if they were even seen talking with us.
Finally we had enough signed membership cards for an NLRB election. To our
surprise, we got all but five votes of those
eligible to join and vote! People wanted
the union and the benefits it would bring,
but they had been too frightened to take a
public stand. The union went on to organize nearly every department store in Washington. Organizing white collar workers
in those days was difficult, because they
considered themselves a cut above blue
collar workers—the customary union
members—even though their pay and
working conditions were miserable.
Shortly afterwards, I went to work for
the National Committee on Conscientious Objectors, an autonomous committee of the American Civil Liberties Union. NCCO had been organized to
provide assistance to C.O.s in the military
and in prison. Day after day I dealt with
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military authorities, the federal prison
bureau, and the U.S. Parole Board. C.O.s
were constantly leading work or hunger
strikes on behalf of such issues as desegregation in the prisons, less censorship of
personal correspondence, work which
was not military-related, and cessation of
the practice of labeling C.O.s as "mentally ill" and shipping them off to the federal prison hospital in Springfield, Missouri. Gradually these conditions were
improved, but each generation of C.O.s
or those imprisoned for civil disobedience against war has to engage in the
struggle all over again.
During my stint with the NCCO, in
1944, I met the man who was to be my
husband for 35 years, Bob Swann, who
had just been released on parole from the
federal men's prison in Ashland, Kentucky. Bob had received afive-yearsentence, and had just served a little over two
years of it. One of the accomplishments
during the war years was to achieve the
possibility of parole after one-third of a
sentence had been served; prior to that,
all federal prisoners served at least half
their sentences and often much more.
Bob and I were instantly attracted to
each other when he reported to my office,
as all C.O.s coming out of prison did, to
brief us on what was going on inside the
prisons. We married and subsequently
had four children. Bob became a designer
and builder, and we worked in his business together, building homes designed by
Frank Lloyd Wright, and by my husband
—co-op housing, interracial housing—
for almost 20 years. We also continued
our work in the nonviolent movement.
In 1960 we plunged into it full-time
with the founding of the New England
Committee for Nonviolent Action
(CNVA), the outgrowth of a summerlong project protesting the building and
deployment of the Polaris nuclear missile
submarines at Groton and New London,
Connecticut. We perceived that the Polaris submarines and their deadly cargo
were the keystone of the U.S. nuclear deterrence policy, and also that almost no
one in the general public—to say nothing
of most of the media, and even most Congressional people—knew much about the
deterrence policy and its dangerous weaponry, and what it represented in terms of
the nuclear arms race among the great
powers. So we engaged in vigils, fasts,
peace walks, film showings, door-todoor educational work, and eventually in
civil disobedience—the boarding of several of the submarines.
The year before, in 1959, even though I
had four young children, I had been involved in civil disobedience at the ICBM
base in Nebraska because I knew my children, and all children of the world, were
incredibly endangered by the rapidly
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growing nuclear arms race. Throughout
the summer we held 24-hour vigils right
outside the base, spoke with church
groups, the media, and went door-todoor throughout the surrounding towns.
We also had a series of symbolic civil disobedience actions.
Prior to an action, we all gathered in a
circle for meditation, Quaker style. Then
the people involved would read their individually written statements about their
motives for engaging in civil disobedience. Meanwhile, crowds of on-lookers
and press people gathered. Men from the
Air Force massed just inside the fence and
gate, which had been hastily constructed
when we appeared on the scene. Previously there was no gate, fence, guard
shack, or guards; people drove freely
through the base.
After the little ceremony, the three or
four people who wished to enter climbed
over the flimsy fence or opened the gate
and walked through. They were presented
with notices not to return, then escorted
outside. If they then turned around and
went back in, they were placed under arrest by federal marshals and taken to the
county jail in Omaha, where they were
held until trial in federal court.
I had originally gone to Nebraska as a

support person—to type, mimeograph,
cook, vigil, run errands. However, as I
watched the civil disobedience actions, I
began to feel my conscience calling me to
participate. Some $300 worth of phone
calls later between myself and Bob and
my kids, I read my statement one morning
and walked through the gate—twice. At
the trial, the judge was very reluctant to
sentence both me—mother of four—and
an elderly, respectable-looking Quaker
grandfather. The judge didn't mind sending the young, single men—even the son
of a Congressman—off to prison, but we
were different. He pleaded with us to observe the probation terms. My Quaker
friend finally decided to do so.
On Hiroshima Day, August 6, 1959, I
began a four-day fast and vigil just outside the gate of the base. Even that action
was a violation because we were not supposed to return to the site, but the officials
overlooked it. It was my first fast, and
affected me deeply. At the end, I drank a
glass of juice; then I got up and again
walked through the gate. In court, the
judge scolded me: "You should be home
with your children." I replied, "Your
Honor, that is where I would like to be,
continued on pg. 28
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CHOICE BOOKS

A BURST OF LIGHT BY Audre Lorde
(Firebrand Books, Ithaca, NY; $7.95
paperback)
"Black women taking care of business all
over the world.'' Audre Lorde's vision of a
united planet of women of color and like
mind strikes a deep chord. She speaks
encouragingly and specifically to women
of color—Blacks—and lesbians, but her
message is not exclusive. This book of five
essays contains much important information on living and dying. Her range of
associations is impressive and her
thoughts profound.
Particularly satisfying is "I Am Your
Sister: Black Women Organizing Across
Sexualities." This speech, addressed to
the women of Medgar Evers College, calls
for tolerance, openness, and oneness with
her Black sisters. Don't be afraid of me,
she asks, when she calls herself a Black
Radical Lesbian Feminist. After she enumerates her engagement with white society as a Black, a civil rights worker, a
radical feminist, a lesbian, one wants to
stand up and cheer. Her final words state
facts (and a warning?) " I am a Black Lesbian and I am your sister."
The interview on sado-masochism in
the lesbian community (1980) seems a bit
dated, yet is of historic interest. These
post-sexual revolution days, with the rise
of violent pornography and the death
threat of AIDS, make the choice of brutality as an issue of personal freedom
seem academic at best. Reality has proved
a cruel master.
"Apartheid USA" will illuminate nonBlacks into the associations and latent
paranoia behind the antagonism of some
Blacks to the justice system. "Turning the
Beat Around: Lesbian Parenting 1986"
talks of parenting and survival. To have
been a member of her self-described "interracial Lesbian family with radical parents in the most conservative borough of
New York City" would have been an extraordinary experience indeed. Yet she
quotes her daughter at 15 taunting her
with "—you're just like all the other parents"- Spoken like a true teenager!
"A Burst of Light: Living With Cancer" is excerpts from a journal recording
her fight with breast cancer which had
metasticized to her liver. It is a profound
elegy. Over a three-year period from two
weeks before her 50th birthday, she
chronicles anger, resistance, denial, then
reluctant practical acceptance. In this acceptance, she determines to face death
with renewed life force. She travels,
teaches, writes, connects and learns; she
reports, she informs.
As touching as these entries are, they
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inform more for her commitment to a
principled life, to continue in the face of
death to connect and touch the women
she has spent her life addressing.
She tells us... "another kind of power
is growing, tempered and enduring,
grounded within the realities of what I am
in fact doing. An open-eyed assessment
and appreciation of what I can do and
accomplish, using who I am and who I
most wish myself to be. To stretch as far as
I can go and relish what is satisfying
rather than what is sad. Building a strong
and elegant pathway toward transition."
Those who read her eloquent prose and
investigate her strong poetry will surely
try to keep doing business with her
all over the world for as long as we
can.
—Nancy Lloyd

SOMERSET HOMECOMING; Recovering
a Lost Heritage by Dorothy Sprulll
Redford with Michael D'Orso, Introduction by Alex Haley (Doubleday, NY;
$18.95 hardcover) is the story of a
woman who searched for her heritage and
found an extended family numbering
over 2,000.
In January, 1977, Dorothy Redford, a
social service worker in Portsmouth, VA,
was w a t c h i n g " R o o t s " with her
daughter. As images of plantation life
and Africa passed across the screen, she
began to wonder about her own family
history. She knew her own parents, of
c o u r s e — a u n t s , uncles and grandmothers. But what of the relatives they
had talked about, 19th century people?
Had they been slaves? Had they worked a
plantation? If so, where was it, did it still
stand? She realized then that she had
never asked these questions of anyone;
that, like most Blacks of her generation,
she had little idea of how the history of
her own family had intersected with the
dramatic issues of the Civil War or the
prior long history of slavery.
Armed with a "how-to" genealogy
bought at the corner grocery, she visited
her mother and began to ask questions.,
Her mother had the answers and was
ready to remember everything she could.
Thus Redford began 10 years of research
into the origins of her family. Moving
from her "home'' town of Columbia near
the northeast coast of North Carolina,
she traveled to the tiny hamlet of Creswell
where many relatives still lived. And
there she discovered the heart of the
mystery at Somerset Place, an historic
plantation maintained as a state park.
In 1784, this plantation, begun as a
business venture by the Lake Company,
whose main partner, Josiah Collins, later
became the sole owner, was immediately
developed by slave labor. The land lay in

the middle of the Little Dismal Swamp,
thick and dense with trees, vines and
muck. Collins paid 2,844 pounds for
delivery of 80 "Affirica" Negros in 1786,
specifically to t r a n s f o r m the raw
swampland into fertile rice fields. The
survivors became the core of the
Littlejohns, Spruills, C a b a r r u s e s ,
G a d s o n s , Baums and Palings who
worked the land up to the beginning of
the Civil War. These same names mark
the bloodlines of the 2000+ family
members Dorothy invited to her family
reunion on Labor Day 1986.
Genealogy research is pretty dry stuff,
as Redford admits when she tells you of
the hundreds of pages of census records
she pored over, the letters written and
phone calls placed to follow leads.
Beautifully written and well constructed,
we learn of Redford's own unusual upbringing, giving us enough information
to understand the motivation of one on a
self-financed 10 year drive to success.
Photographs of family members and
plantation life bring the story to life. Most
important is that the picture she paints of
that plantation society makes it clear that
the same principles which guide much of
our lives today are patterned on the past.
Capitalist principles applied then and we
live them now.
This is an important book and, to my
mind, Redford is a hero. She followed her
own star, discovered a vast history and
invited 2,000 people to celebrate that
discovery. In that one simple act she
reclaimed her people's history—made it
visible, concrete. The reunion at Somerset
Place reclaimed the land for the people
who farmed it, the buildings for those
who built them and gave them all pride of
place and pride of achievement. It was an
important moment in Black history and
in our country's history, for when any
group of Americans claims its rightful
p l a c e a n d c l a r i f i e s its r i g h t f u l
achievements, we all share the benefits.
—Nancy Lloyd

PORNOGRAPHY AND CIVIL RIGHTS, A
New Day For Women's Equality by
Andrea Dworkln and Catharine A.
MacKinnon (published by Organizing
Against Pornography, A Resource
Center for Education and Action, 734
East Lake Street, #300 West, Minneapolis, MN 55407; $5.00 paperback)
"Pornography is an act of sex discrimination." A simple phrase, self-evident in its
meaning, it is the opening statement of
Dworkin and MacKinnon's model antipornography civil rights Ordinance. Feminists have been actively fighting the 8 billion dollar a year pornography business
since 1970. During that time, legislators,
attorneys, the legal system, the press,
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some feminists and the American Civil
Liberties Union have waged a bitter battle
to keep the dissemination of pornography as a free speech issue, protected by the
First Amendment. The feminist view, as
expressed by Dworkin and MacKinnon,
has been consistently broken down—in
fact, considered un-American. The Ordinance takes the argument out of media
and press hype and places it where it belongs as a civil liberties issue. It challenges
the U.S. legal system "to recognize the
human worth of women."
The book is a guide to the Ordinance
and how to use it. In it the authors include
a brief and succinct history of the lack of
women's civil rights in this country and
the basic tenets of English patriarchal law
on which our legal system is founded. It
describes the Ordinance in detail and, in
an excellent question and answer section,
gives a very clear description of the arguments surrounding the issue.
Resistance to change is often ferocious
and it takes real heros to challenge an entrenched system and stick with the process long enough to make it crumble. We
may, after 18 years of small but persistent
pressure, be at the beginning of some visible changes. Then again, given the political and financial power of the pornography industry, we may be waiting for
several more generations. The Ordinance
offers a chance for small communities to
make their wishes known, whether their
present leadership will act on it or not. It
can be proposed as an addendum to existing civil or human rights codes and voted
on by the populace in general elections. In
the absence of a national Equal Rights
Amendment it offers the best statement
of women's right to "life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness" in this country.
We must remember that although pornography has existed since recorded time,
it has never been given the place or power
that it has achieved in our society until
the last 20 to 30 years. What has been
done can be undone. Dworkin and MacKinnon's Ordinance offers a concrete
tool which communities can use to fight
for the human worth of all their citizens,
this time including the majority of their
populations, women.
—Nancy Lloyd
MAUD POWELL: Pioneer American Violinist by Karen A. Shaffer & Neva Garner
Greenwood (Maud Powell Foundation,
Arlington, VA & Iowa State University
Press, Ames, Iowa; $29.95 hardcover)

Before the birth of her first child, Minnie
Paul Powell determined that her son
would be a violinist. That the first child
was a daughter did not in the least deter
her. In fact, her own thwarted musical
ambitions may have made a little girl even
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more the vehicle of her own dreams.
Maud Powell was born on August 22,
1867 in Peru, Illinois. Maud's father,
William Bramwell Powell, called Bram,
shared her mother's love of music and her
hopes for their child. Bram was also a
gifted and visionary educator, the son of a
Methodist Minister and brother of John
Wesley Powell who explored the Grand
Canyon and the West and helped found
the National Geographic Society.
Maud started the piano at four and the
violin at seven. Although she sometimes
rebelled at the long hours of practice, she
loved music and the violin from the start
and, fortunately for her parents' resolute
ambitions, showed unusual talent. At
nine, she was playing in public.
The young violinist soon outgrew her
local teachers. Bram sold the family home
to send his daughter to study in Europe
accompanied by her mother and younger
brother. After a year of intensive study in
Leipzig, the family moved to Paris. Maud
later said she learned to be a musician in
Germany and an artist in France. In her
early teens, Maud began her concert career in England where she played several
command performances for royalty.
Although her brother returned home,
Maud and her mother stayed in Europe

until 1885 when Maud made her American debut. She subsequently appeared
with the best symphonic orchestras of her
time in the United States and Europe.
With her deep understanding of music,
she willingly played new works of such
composers as Tchaikovsky and Dvorak as
well as the better known works of the
older composers.
In 1901, Minnie Powell "gave up the
road". Maud went alone to London. Using that city as a base, she toured all of
Europe. During the 1903 European tour
with John Philip Sousa, Maud met H.
Godfrey Turner. On her return to the
United States, she again toured small
towns as well as large cities and, in September, 1904, married Turner over her
mother's objections to the "foreigner?'
Karen Shaffer rarely speculates on what
Maud or others must have thought or felt,
preferring to stick to the evidence. She
says, "Sadly, the couple were married
with no family members present..." and
does not comment that most likely the
family would not have approved of anyone chosen by their 37-year-old virtuoso.
"Sunny" Turner was the perfect partner for Maud, freeing her to pursue her
art while he dealt with the management of
her career. With her own company, Maud
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toured South Africa in 1905. The following season in the United States, she not
only fulfilled her own heavy schedule, but
filled in for ailing artists on a tour of the
far west, putting off her planned return to
Europe. She never did return.
Now secure in her position as one of the
world's foremost violinists, Maud found
her element in bringing classical music
to her compatriots in smaller cities and
towns throughout the country. She
claimed to have "gypsy blood" which
kept her going under often arduous travel
and living conditions and far from ideal
playing situations. Deeply patriotic, she
was never parochial and never patronizing. She combined her grandfather's missionary zeal with her father's love of
teaching. Rather than have a small circle
of students, she took on the entire country and endeavored to help them know
and love good music.
Until her death in 1920, Maud Powell
ceaselessly took her art to places some of
which had never before seen a professional musician. She encouraged young
artists wherever she found them and
urged formation of music clubs for both
study and performance in small cities and
towns. Tirelessly she played one-night
stands for months on end—never compromising the music or her perform-

ance—and she won increasing critical acclaim from New York to San Francisco.
Overcoming her terror of the process, she
was the first instrumentalist to record for
Victor Talking Machine Company. She
played her "fiddle" for sophisticated
musicians, for servicemen during World
War I and for school children. She wrote
careful program notes for every concert to
help her audiences hear, understand and
enjoy the music. She did not hesitate to
perform works of American composers,
well-known or not.
Shaffer is a congressional legal counsel
who studied violin under Neva Greenwood at The American University. She
became fascinated with Greenwood's research on Maud Powell and willingly took
on the project of further research and
writing of the biography at her teacher's
urging. The task became a passionate
mission for which she took a leave of
absence from her law career.
The early chapters, with listings of
composers, violinists and their musical
predecessors, musical literature and multiple quotes from critics creates, intentionally or not, the rarified world of a
performing artist. Against the rich and
exciting growth of American classical
music in the late 19th century, Maud
seems rather one-dimensional as the
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background overwhelms the young girl.
As she matures, more of Maud's own
words and those of her interviewers,
friends and fellow artists are quoted.
These add greatly to the picture of a
woman who was a consummate musician, immersed, perhaps obsessed, by her
need to grow as an artist and her need to
give her music to an audience. As the
physical and mental strain of her long
tours began to take a toll, Maud and
Sunny retreated for a summer rest in the
New Hampshire mountains. Here, as a
gardener washing her precious hands in a
mud puddle and "fiddling" at a neighbor's birthday picnic, Maud becomes, to
the reader, a real person as well as professional artist.
The Maud Powell Foundation is planning to remaster her recordings. Shaffer
mentions that a substantial collection of
Maud's papers are in private hands. Some
of these would appear to be the program
notes since none are quoted in this work.
It is to be hoped that, along with the reissuance of her recordings, the program
notes as well as her excellent advice to
young performers will be published.
—Mary Squire
Following the Vision
from pg. 25
but my children and all children are in
jeopardy." In private, the judge had told
us, "I understand what you're trying to
do. Someone has to do something to stop
nuclear arms race. But I'm sworn to uphold the law. I'm sending you to federal
prison, because if give you a shorter sentence, you'll spend the time here in the
county jail, which is an awful place."
When the gates at Alderson Federal
Prison literally clanged behind me, I realized that I was truly going to serve that
sentence. My six months in prison were
stressful, but going to jail for something
one deeply believes in helps to alleviate
the stress and the loneliness for one's
family.
I did some things without permission
—taking walks beyond the restricted few
yards, refusing to obey some of the most
ridiculous and oppressive rules and—
upon leaving—taking all of my hundreds
of letters, cards, and other papers with
me, although we were technically allowed
to take only about 10 items. I said I would
not leave without them, and the administration acquiesced—rather than have me
stay longer!
My homecoming was replete with parties, flowers, and, of course, the joyous
reception by my children, my husband,
and friends. My older daughters had been
sure they would be ostracized and ridiculed, but they found to their amazement
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that their mother was considered a heroine—"really brave to do that"—and so
they enjoyed their "celebrity" status. I
still ponder, however, many years later,
whether my two-year-old son and my sixyear-old daughter experienced my absence as abandonment, and whether it
affected them as adults.
There were many other interesting and
exciting adventures through the years. In
1964,1 was the U.S. Coordinator for the
World Peace Study Mission—a group of
25 "Hibakusha" (atom bomb survivors)
from Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The
members of the Mission met grass roots
Americans, Governors, Congresspeople,
American Legion members, and ex-President Harry Truman. The messages they
conveyed throughout their journey were
forgiveness, reconciliation, and a plea to
Americans not to become involved in the
war in Indochina. "Never again" was
their summation of their suffering as victims of the only nuclear weapons ever
used. I learned so much from them about
love, forgiveness, serenity and determination in the face of adversity. I found much
of the same qualities in many Vietnamese
I met during the long Indochina War.
We were deeply involved in the civil
rights and freedom struggle movements
of the '60s and early '70s. It has been
interesting to note that over the years,

while Caucasian people have prided
themselves on their nonviolent movements, it has been people of color who
have provided the leadership, the inspiration, and the bulk of participants: Gandhi in India; Pedro Albizu Campos in
Puerto Rico; Martin Luther King and
Coretta Scott King and other civil rights
workers in the U.S.; Cesar Chavez and
Dolores Huerta and others in the farmworkers' movement; Corazon Aquino
and her supporters in the Philippines.
In the late '60s, Bob became very much
involved in what we call "nonviolent economics"—shorthand for economic practices which are neither capitalist or Marxist, but are based more on cooperative
enterprise and on people having more
control over the economic institutions of
a society. I worked along with him, and
these efforts resulted in the Institute for
Community Economics, which today is
the leading organization advocating and
developing community land trusts, alternative investment and loan funds, and
other economic institutions based on human needs rather than on profit.
In 1975, I was appointed as Executive
Secretary (Director) of the New England
Region of the American Friends Service
Committee, a Quaker-based organization
which has programs all over the world.
This was a challenge for me which utilized

everything I had learned about community organizing, public education, fund
raising, feminist approaches to administration and structure, etc. It was an exciting and rewarding position, and my
husband moved the office of the Institute
for Community Economics to Cambridge, Massachusetts so we could be
near my work.
It had always seemed to me that our 35year marriage, while not perfect, was one
of love, mutual respect, and cooperative
patterns of family life. I realized that Bob
was not as deeply committed as I was to
our marriage and family, and that he had
several lapses of marital fidelity during
our 35 years together, which he always
seemed to regret in his pleas for forgiveness, and which caused me considerable
agony as I struggled to forgive and rebuild
trust. However, I was totally stunned
when suddenly he walked out one Sunday
morning in October of 1979, and went to
live with a secretary, who was younger
than our two oldest daughters. What had
happened to his commitments to truth, to
love, to nonviolence? To his profession of
agreement with the principles of openness, honesty, and integrity?
After almost nine years of therapy, and
close to eight years of working in the field
of family abuse and violence, I can better
understand not only my own "blind
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spots" but also that there was indeed a
pattern of abuse in our relationship,
which was emotional and mental rather
than physical. Because of my own determination to have the good marriage
which my parents did not, and to provide
for my children the loving and secure family life which I had not had, I missed the
omens and signs. That does not mean
that I feel I "did something wrong" or
that I am to blame. Nevertheless, I recognize that the patterns I learned in childhood to avoid or ameliorate the abuse I
suffered, I took with me into my marriage. As an adult, I needed to learn to
confront and challenge behavior which
was abusive, but instead I continued to
"be a good girl" and to constantly forgive, handing over my own power and
control of my own life.
I recognize now that without therapy
which would have helped him to deal with
his problems, his insecurities, his narcissism, my husband could not change. Thus
I am able to say to women (and occasionally to men) who are abused—physically,
sexually, emotionally, or mentally—that
they cannot expect a fairy godmother to
wave a wand over the spouse and change
him or her. What we can and must do is
attend to our own growth and ability to
control our own lives. AND—to do
everything we can to keep from passing

on to our children patterns of abuse and
acceptance of victimization.
y last extended conversation with my Dad was during our final visit before he
died. He was still quite lucid and lively—he walked a
mile or so each day, went dancing once a
week, and sang in his church choir. He
was 91; we celebrated his birthday two
days early while I was still there.
He was talking about his war experiences. He got out the creased old map of
Europe and traced the troop movements
he had been through. Then he repeated a
story I had heard when I was a child.
It was Christmas, 1917. He and his unit
had not been on the battle front too long.
They were facing the German trenches,
the two sides divided by the "No Man's
Land"—an empty, crater marked strip of
mud some 50 yards wide. Around midnight, when a truce had begun, the American soldiers suddenly heard singing coming from the German trenches. "Stille
Nacht, Heilige Nacht" rang out over the
battlefield which was strangely silent—no
artillery shelling, no occasional rifle shot
ringing out. The American men joined in,
"Silent Night, Holy Night". Then they
saw shadows moving out into the No
Man's Land. Suspicious of a trick, they
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watched warily, still singing. German soldiers came to the middle of the empty
strip and stopped, calling out "Merry
Christmas'' in German. In a moment, the
Americans began to move out of their
trenches and walked to the center of the
strip, some staying behind a few minutes
with their rifles at the ready to cover their
comrades. Finally, the whole No Man's
Land was covered with American and
German soldiers.
They spent more than an hour out
there, exchanging cigarettes, candy, and
names. They showed each other pictures
of families and girl friends. They communicated with gestures, phrases, and
smiles. At last each side withdrew to its
own lines, and quiet prevailed for the remainder of Christmas. The whole experience, almost 70 years previous, still had
the power to move my father to tears.
My father fell silent for a few minutes.
Then he said, "You know, Marj, even before then we didn't shoot directly at the
enemy. We always shot into the air or into
the ground. The German soldiers told us
they did the same thing. Almost all the
casualties were from artillery shelling and
airplane strafing. In all the months I was
at the battlefront, I never killed anyone. I
wasn't a killer, Marj."
I said gently, "I know, Dad. You always
told us that.'' My mind went to the terrible
experiences of abuse and violence our
family underwent, to that revolver which
had threatened us so many times.
I'm not sure how to put it all together.
I'm not even certain about what I've accomplished in 50 years in the non-violent
movement. All I know is, humankind has
to find means other than war and violence
to solve human conflicts and human
problems, be they personal, community
or international. If we don't, it won't be a
matter of killing a single enemy soldier. It
will be a matter of all of us going up together in the mushroom cloud.
We women have to lead the way. We are
the nurturers, the care-givers, the mothers, the organizers, the visionaries. The
men will follow us if we follow the vision
and find ways to implement it, for our
families, our communities, and for all humanity. Our children and all children will
learn from us, and they will thank us for
generations to come.
•
Marjorie Swann is currently coordinator
of the Centerfor Nonviolent Alternatives
in Voluntown, CT, and of the Family
Abuse and Violence Program of CT and
RI. In 1987, she was afirst prize winner of
the International Women's Writing Guild
"Artist of Life" Award, given to women
over 60 who "have made art of their
lives." She is the author of Emotional
and Mental Abuse: A Brief Examination
of Some Forms of Domestic Violence,
and of many articles and book chapters.
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Un Canto Por la Paz
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to confront the repressive regime. Ninetyseven were killed. This afternoon the
town and its brave people were lifted up by
new patriots, with song. To have seen
them was to believe that the end of the
night was coming closer.
I am back in California, U.S.A. and
Holly is off to continue her work. I look
back at May Day in San Salvador. It was
not celebrated with maypoles and ribbons. It is a holiday that remembers the
life and death struggles of North American workers who raised the standard of
the eight-hour day. Thousands of campesinas and campesinos walked the roads
into the city—little children riding on
their fathers' shoulders, women and
children carrying babies and pregnant
women who would not stay home on this
day. Many held banners and hand-lettered signs and red flags which they
raised—up—down—up—in defiance of
the low-flying, roaring army helicopters.
Soldiers amassed across the street from
the Plaza where speeches would be made.
The people would not rest long before
starting home. It would not be safe on the
road after dark. It was not safe in the
daylight. The music festival was over.
Riding in the old van, we moved
through the streets of May Day, San Salvador, recognized as friends because of
the reputation of our driver, honored and
beloved. My eyes met those of many
women, dark and curious. Never more
than on this day, I lamented not having
learned the language of the southern
hemisphere. I would have liked to walk a
ways with one person and then another as
I have done so often in our own marches,
and spoken aloud to someone among the
moving crowd who might be willing to
receive my pledge: to join all demonstrations against the shipment of weapons to
El Salvador, and to write the Congress
untiringly that its members refuse all proposals for intervention against the people
of Central America. They know very well
which is which! Nowhere have I seen
such bold graffiti. It is the writing on
the wall!
I join my pledge to those of the women
of El Salvador—so prettily dressed, such
spirits shining through Indian and Hispanic faces, Mestizo faces, at times
shouting in huge voices the consignas, the
chants of encouragement and empowerment. El pueblo unido jamas sera
vencido!*
•
*The people united will never be defeated!
Ann Near, mother of musician/singer/
songwriter Holly Near, accompanied
her daughter to El Salvador for the
International Festival of Music for
Peace, held In April, 1988.
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IS THERE AN "ISM"
IN THEIR FUTURE?

If nothing changes, this young woman's future could be blighted by sexism.
If so, she will be limited to lower-paying
jobs traditionally held by women, or
will earn a third less than men for comparable work. If she does work outside
the home, she will bear major responsibility for managing it and raising children, often without affordable quality
day care.
These are but a few of the extra burdens that will be placed on her because
of deeply ingrained sexist attitudes that
have become so institutionalized they
are hard to eradicate, even when that is
what most of us want. Still, If everyone
works to change things, she will do
better.

This young woman will face most of
the same problems as the first one. But
she also will have to cope with racism.
She will go to inferior schools. Her
choices of where to live and work will
be as limited as her income. Adequate
services will be harder to obtain, and
will cost her more. She will face greater
danger on the streets. She will suffer
more illnesses and have a shorter life
span. More of her children will be stillborn.
Much of her plight will be shared by
her brothers and sisters, her parents,
and her neighbors. They may be unable
to provide her with the support she
needs. Even so, there is hope for a
brighter future.

This baby chimp has a 77 percent
chance of being cruelly abused and
probably killed in a research laboratory.
She will be innoculated with disease. Or
operated on repeatedly. Or will suffer
devastating psychological torture.
Her intelligence, loving ways, and
genetic similarity to humans will not
help, even though her blood is 99 percent the same as ours.
You see, her future is threatened by
speciesism. Like sexism and racism, it
is rooted in elitist traditions that allow
those with influence to claim for themselves additional rights of which they
deprive others. Her future is desperate,
if nothing is done to help. We must do
something.

No matter what the excuse,
animal research is inexcusable.
Speciesism shows itself in many forms. The worst of these is vivisection. Animal experimentation
claims tens of millions of lives each year from induced diseases, psychological torture, toxic substances, burning, battering, and surgery, often without anesthetics. Only a small fraction is related to
the kinds of biomedical investigation cited by animal researchers to excuse all experimentation.
Speciesism drains our resources. The cost of government funding for animal research is enormous.
Yet alternative methods have proven to be better, faster, and cheaper. More scientists should spend
their time developing alternatives.
Speciesism, like other bad "isms," calls forth our worst instincts. In fact, the more we learn about
animal research, and speciesism, the more inexcusable it becomes.
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who "gave u p " her dreams of a legal career so that she could put her energies into
her husband's—has made no bones
about her role as coach and script writer
—her public stage managing included
winking at Quayle and pulling his jacket
at specific moments if he was saying too
much, too little, too soon or too late. "By
his side"—and proud to be there.
If we want to look for women in the
new "American Dream," we must first
look for the men. In a country where the
texture of dreams and the politics of getting them are played by The Boys, the
message is sent out loud and clear by the
women attached to them. That message
reads, we are "woman as right arm",
"woman as mother", "woman as wife".
It begins to become clear—America for
American Women is the traditional family. For women to truly and actively participate in the American Dream, they
must participate in the American Family.
Both the Democratic and Republican
conventions played out this message in a
religiously ritualistic way. The podiums
were awash with the candidates' families
—children played with balloons and were
hoisted on candidates' shoulders—
swelling pregnant bellies were addressed
with awe while mothers and fathers of the
candidates were presented as the archetypes of glowing proud parents. Indeed
the unapologetic orgy of family worship
that both political parties put on served
both as a reinforcing totem and measuring stick from which each citizen could
determine how far they stood from the
expected norm.
The current idealized woman created
by both the Republican and Democratic
leadership and buffeted by the myths of
Madison Avenue has evolved to reflect a
growing conservative mentality which
values the status quo and traditional role
of women in the patriarchy above all else.
Not being able to completely control the
growing ambitions and participation of
women in the public arena and economy,
much energy is necessary to help maintain the false consciousness of women
"choosing to return to traditional roles."
Women returning to the hearth and home
is represented as if they were travelers in a
desert of failed ambitions and competition who have finally reached an oasis. In
this supposedly freely chosen place of
home, women are once again supposed to
find their true natures and self definition.
This message is no more blatant and unashamedly played out than in a recent
advertisement for the magazine Good
Housekeeping.
Showing an attractive yuppie mother
with two young children (older boy and
32

younger girl) clinging to her long skirt,
the copy reads "She started a revolution
with not so revolutionary ideals. She was
searching for something to believe in and
look what she found. Her husband, her
children, her home, herself." Notice the
string of priorities—-first the man, then
the children, then the physical home, and
finally at the end "Herself." This is particularly arresting considering that underlying many of the attacks on the Women's Movement by conservatives is the
belief that the Movement and the politics
are fueled by essentially "selfish motives." The copy goes on to tell us that
"She's the contemporary woman who
has made a new commitment to the traditional values that some people thought
were 'old fashioned.' She wasn't following
a trend. She made her own choices. But
when she looked over the fence, she found
that she wasn't alone. In fact, market re-

Women were already
second-class citizens;
now Bush was merely
expanding their role
to that of secondclass victims!
searchers are calling it the biggest social
movement since the sixties."
By placing a socially created image of
women returning to "traditional values"
in the context of progressive political, social struggles like the Civil Rights and
Women's Movements, the message reads
that by marrying and having children
women are participating in a revolutionary movement. Retreat from self actualization and full participation in society is
now dressed in radical clothing.
American women are mothers to their
children and mothers to their husbands,
except when they are not—when 1.5 million of them a year choose not to be and
abort.
Women who enter the American dream
through the family must do so at their
own peril. Being good American girls and
desiring to have it all and have it correctly,
many young women are in enormous conflict attempting to bridge their goals of
motherhood and career. Nadia Moritz, a
24-year-old research associate, was
quoted in the New York Times as saying
" I see the women I'm working for practically losing their minds trying to juggle
everything—arranging baby sitters,
cooking dinner. I'm wondering how I'm
going to juggle everything." Moritz and

several friends say that they all know at
least one older friend who has confided to
them their deep sorrow at not having a
child. Describing her mentor who worked
.100 hours a week to become one of the
first women to be a partner on Wall
Street, one woman said "She's 38, brilliant, she's wonderful and she worked incredibly hard to get where she is. About
three or four years ago, she told me 'All I
think about is having children.' She recently married and now she's trying to
decide whether or not to go through with
it. I love this woman but I don't want to be
like her." The subliminal message has
come through loud and clear. Just as it
did when Rosie the Riveter was urged to
go home after W.W. II. Now that the
Women's Movement is dead there is no
need to prove anything. We all know that
women are as intelligent as men, can
achieve whatever they want to achieve—
we have a woman on the Supreme Court
to remind us of this. So now that the race
has been run and the trophies put on the
shelves, we can all go home to the bosom
of the American traditional family and
become what we are supposed to be—
wives and mothers—and even if we have
achieved great academic or professional
heights, we will gladly put them aside for
the good of our husbands, families and
children—a la Marilyn Quayle.
Dr. Katherine Esty, founder of the Ibis
Consulting Group in Cambridge, Massachusetts sees problems with this. "There
is enormous confusion among young
women about how they are going to do
this. They have this fantasy that they can
get their careers established by age 28,
have children, then re-enter the labor
force. They're not aware of the difficulties of staying home and then re-entering
the work force. They don't realize there
are consequences." The non-recognition
of consequences is another part of the
Reagan legacy. They buy now, pay later;
the fantasy of everyone having all of
everything if they just know the right
moves to make. There must come a point
in time when women will be able to express pure ambition without the confines
of having to dress it in maternity clothes
—when the concept of family will be expressed more creatively than the purely
traditional one—when women will be
able to choose unabashedly a life of
motherhood and wifehood for at least the
formative years of their children's lives, if
this is in fact what they choose to do, without feeling guilty and inadequate.
Yes, I am going to miss Ronald Reagan
because the party's over. The "revolution" he began, the ideological seeds he
planted will now start to bear fruit.
I am going to miss Ronald Reagan because now things are really going to get
serious. With a subdued female populaON THE ISSUES VOL XI 1989

tion whose passivity has allowed the
E.R. A. to be put on hold and the continuance of massive frontal attacks on reproductive freedom, we can look forward to
moving backwards at an alarming rate.
The recent decision of the Supreme Court
to hear a Missouri appeal which would
overturn Roe v. Wade as early as this year,
along with increasing violence against
clinics and an expected conservative shift
on the Supreme Court does not bode well
for women.
Reagan made many promises to the
Evangelical Right, appeared at their rallies, publicly supported clinic terrorists,
successfully mounted campaigns against
federally funded clinics and international
family planning efforts—but he did not
deliver the bottom line—the recriminalization of abortion which would absolutely and effectively replace women in
the old traditional value structure.
The fight to recriminalize abortion is
the banner issue for the right wing conservative movement in this country. It is a
grave error to assume that the issue is
purely the "killing unborn children." The
real agenda here is effectively instituting
the major obstacle for women's full participation in society—which is removing
their ability to determine the timing and
the spacing of motherhood.
George Bush stands at a point where
this threat may indeed become a reality.
His political (if not moral or ideological)
commitment to the religious right along
with a more heavily packed federal judiciary and potential Supreme Court replacements makes action (on a reactionary
level) on women's issues of reproductive
freedom far more likely. Indeed, in his
first official day as President he called
abortion "An American tragedy" and
said "I think the Supreme Court's decision in Roe v. Wade was wrong and
should be overturned". (New York Post,
January 24, 1989).
As Barbara Bush and Marilyn Quayle
look on and smile sweetly, the general
scope of the role of women will be reorchestrated to bring them "home to
daddy" a la "Good Housekeeping." In
this scenario the loss of reproductive and
sexual rights fits neatly into a picture
which will include back alleys and back
rooms for thousands of American
women.
Yes, I am going to miss Ronald Reagan
but not for very long—there's just too
much around to remind me of him to allow me any time to mourn his passing. •
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FEEDBACK

How impressed I was with Nancy Lloyd's
excellent review of my
Gwendolyn
Brooks: Poetry And The Heroic Voice!
She is a formidably capable and talented
writer who apparently can and conscientiously does succeed at any writing task to
which she sets herself. Nancy reads sensitively and contextually. I am proud to
show the review to my publisher, the University Press of Kentucky. I am also proud
that it has appeared in your "journal of
substance for progressives."
Congratulations on your own remarkable accomplishment and the necessary
persistence and fortitude it has taken.
D. H. Melhem
New York, NY

ues, preventative maintenance, etc.
I am writing you because you forced
me to look at the other side. I do not like
much of what you have to say, though you
said it with panache. Frankly, you make
me uncomfortable. I would not want my
15-year-old daughter to read this magazine. I regretted that an avowed bisexual/
atheist [Kate Millet] exhibited so much
sensitivity—however misplaced.
Your magazine is clearly not "mainstream America" nor do you wish it to be.
However, do not maintain condescending
illusions of grandeur because we understand the publication and its overt, covert, and symbolic messages. We simply
hold values and tenets which you probably find objectionable or do not understand.
Barbara Jean Thompson Powell
Clinton, MD

NOT MAINSTREAM AMERICA

POSITIVES

I received your magazine [Volume X,
1988] in the mail at my office today.
Though I use the superlative with care,
this time I am being accurate when I state
that it is rare that such intellect, audacity
and immorality have been so successfully
interlaced.
I believe that bisexuality and homosexuality are equally sinful. I found your article by the "prostitution activist" to be
the epitome of debased statements. Of all
the issues with which one can become involved, that one is really sad. The client
population, as agreed by the author, consists of a mixture of individuals who are in
the oldest profession due to drug bondage, psychological disorders, incest and
male-abuse, poverty and desperation,
misplaced materialism, and, for the "fortunate few," genuine choice.
I am not a one-dimensional, singleissue, anti-intellectual. Frankly, I struggle
deeply with the issue of abortion. While I
find it personally abhorrent, I made the
sad choice of aborting an infant. My marriage was disintegrating and I felt the
choice a logical one—at the time. I often
wonder what contribution that baby and
all the others that we, as a nation, have not
allowed to live, would make. On the other
hand, I recall only too well the whispered
stories of my grandparents and "parents" who discussed a loved one's inability to conceive because of that proverbial
furtive back-alley visit to the abortionist
who "botched" things that night. I personally know a woman my age (41) who is
blind and paralyzed from the arms down
due to an abortionist's unskilled "surgical" procedure during a time when abortions were illegal. I would not wish that
on anyone and know that even though
abortion is wrong, women will choose to
have them. My sense is that we need to do
more in education and instilling solid val-

Thank you for sending On the Issues. It
seems an extremely interesting journal;
we are sure it will be very useful.
We are a group of young people interested in development issues and their documentation. We came together in 1978 to
form the Centre for Education & Documentation, which now houses extensive
information material on issues like
women, politics, environment, health
(including occupational health), multinationals, labour, third world problems, economics, art, urbanization and all development related topics. CED functions as
a voluntary centre catering to the information needs of women's groups, social
scientists, researchers, students, labour
unions, civil rights activists, journalists,
and concerned progressive people.
We like your journal very much and
hope that you will keep our name on your
mailing list from now onwards.
Anjum Rajabali
Centre for Education
Bombay, India

RESPONSE FROM AN AUTHOR
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Thank you for sending our Women's
Studies Program your On the Issues publication. I circulate each issue through
our faculty members. OTI is a great feminist publication.
Gloria Stephenson, Director
Women's Studies Program
University of Wisconsin
Platteville, WI
In the "Feedback" section of your magazine (Vol. X, 1988) you printed a portion
of a letter I had sent seeking information
for some research I was doing in an effort
to put together a newsletter that would
provide resources for confined women to
use to help themselves more effectively.
The response I received from your readers, from as far away as Japan and Aus-

tralia and ports closer to home, was
fantastic.
In conjunction with the Consortium
On Prison Education, we were able to put
together somewhat of a resource manual
for women in prison (COPE—Special Issue—Women in Prison, 1988) that has
been copied and re-copied and distributed to women prisoners throughout the
country. Unprofessional as it is, put together in my cell, the feedback from confined sisters has been rewarding.
I have made some friends through your
publication besides the help it provided.
More importantly, On The Issues represents an important publication, providing means for sharing much-needed information between us all on the many
issues concerning the plight and struggles
of women throughout the world. More
so, and from the vast amount of letters I
received, I believe the biggest and most
treasured part of your publication is the
UNITY it creates among all people. I
commend your efforts to providing this
vital service, and look forward to seeing
future issues.
Kenneth Cender
Fallsburgh, NY
Hurray!
A forum for women that doesn't exclude lesbians, and goes beyond "just
sex-related" issues... something with a
wide vision of life.
Wow! Thank you! Good luck!
Catherine M. DeCourcey
Chicago, IL
Lots of thanks for sending me and my
friends your excellent magazine free.
However, I think the graphics of the
issue before the last were better (including
the layout).
Sarit Yalov
Israel

COMING ATTRACTIONS
"Exclusive Report from the Mideast":

Andrea Dworkin gives the inside story on
what's happening with Feminists in
Palestine and Jerusalem...
"The Press Is the Issue": Professor Carl
Jensen, Director of Project Censored,
shows that despite the quantity of
"news" being mass produced, Americans are not being told all they have a right
to know....
"What Will Happen When You Hit 40?":
Attorney Lorain O'Neil discusses the
prevalence of age discrimination in the
workplace. . .and what can be done
about i t . . .
"Will Legalizing Drugs Help Stop Drug
Abuse?": Professor William B. Irvine examines the issues and reaches some startling conclusions...
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COALITION ON WOMEN AND RELIGION, 4759 15th Ave. NE, Seattle, WA.
98105. Feminists dedicated to expanding
women's spirituality. Publishers of Elizabeth
Cady Stanton's THE WOMEN'S BIBLE,
THE WORD FOR US (Gospels restated in
inclusive language), FLAME QUARTERLY
AND FLAME CARTOONS.

WIN NEW5 IS AN OPEN PARTICIPATORY
QUARTERLY BY, FOR AND ABOUT WOMEN
REPORTS ON
WOMEN'S RIGHTS AROUND THE GLOBEI
PLEASE SUBSCRIBE t, PARTICIPATEI FOR INFO CONTACT
187 GRANT ST. LEXINGTON, MASS. 02173 (617) 862-9431
E D I

T C

AVAILABLE AGAIN: JOHN VYVIAN'S
CLASSIC: In Pity And In Anger: A Study of
the Use of Animals In Science. Intro, by Tom
Regan, Foreword by Roberta Kalechofsky,
PBK. $8.95. The 6th Day of Creation: powerful philosophical poem about vivisection,
by Roberta Kalechofsky, Cloth, Illus. signed
by author, 24 pgs. $10.00. (Post $1.30: first
book; .30: 2nd book) Micah Publications,
255 Humphrey St., Marblehead, MA
01945. Free catalogue.

AURORA PRESS. Books that catalyze
growth, transformation and balance. Silver
Dental Fillings: The Toxic Time Bomb; Crystal Enlightenment; Coming Home, A Guide
to Dying at Home with Dignity; Awaken
Healing Energy Through the Tao, plus
many other titles. For FREE CATALOG write
to: AURORA PRESS, RO. Box 573, Santa
PMS ACCESS NEWSLETTER, RO. Box
Fe, NM 87504; (505) 989-9804.
9326, Madison, Wl 53715. (800) 222SAGE: A Scholarly Journal on Black 4PMS. In Wisconsin 608-833-4PMS. BiWomen, RO. Box 42741, Atlanta, GA 30311- monthly newsletter about PreMenstrual
0741. Journal for educators, policy-makers, Syndrome. We publish information about
researchers, and social and professional PMS studies, support groups, PMS semiorganizations. Two issues/year Individual nars, and personal perspectives on PMS as
subscriptions $15.00; Institutional subscrip- well as book reviews. Contact: Maria Ahltions $25. Contact: Editors Patricia Bell- grimm, R.Ph.-President.
Scott and Beverly Guy-Sheftall.
GOLDEN THREADS. Lesbians over 50 (&
HERPES BOOKLET-30 page illustrated younger) find friends. U.S. & Canada. Mail
work on genital herpes, discusses cause, SASE for free information. Sample copy
description, treatment and psycho-social mailed discreetly, $5.00 (U.S.$). POB 3177,
issues, $4. Santa Cruz Women's Health Burlington, Vermont 05401-0031.
Center, 250 Locust St., Santa Cruz, CA
CONSCIENCE: A Newsjournal of Pro95060. Bulk rates, other titles available.
choice Catholic Opinion, c/o Catholics
FREE LESBIAN MAIL ORDER BOOK for a Free Choice (CFFC), 1436 U Street,
CATALOG describing over 300 books, vid- N.W., Suite 301, Washington, DC 20009eos, records; send 2 stamps to: Woman- 3916. (202) 638-1706. A newsjournal devoted to raising the quality of debate on
kind Books, Dept. OTI, 5 Kivy St., Hunt.
women's reproductive health issues, inSta, NY 11746. Mailed discreetly.
cluding the right to choose abortion. For
sample copy write or call editor at above
THE BATTLE TO DEFEND ABORTION address.
CLINICS—The inside truth about the recent anti-choice invasion of New York City's
abortion clinics. Includes problems with po- TRAVEL
lice, pro-choice strategiesfordefense and
political analysis. Available in pamphlet EARTHWISE, Outdoor Adventures For
form. Produced by the New York Pro- Women. No experience necessary, small
Choice Coalition. Individual copies $2; bulk groups, fun, excellent instruction, fully outfitrates available. New York Pro-Choice Coali- ted. 23 Mt. Nebo Road, Newtown, Conn.
tion c/o Choices, 97-77 Queens Blvd., For- 06470 (203) 426-6092.
est Hills, NY 11374.
HAWK, I'M YOUR SISTER, Women's wilBIRTH CONTROL: FACTS...FICTION derness canoeing year round, nationwide.
...AND ESP—THE CHOICE IS YOURS Guided, outfitted, excellent instruction,
examines and evaluates all methods with great food. RO. Box 9109-1, Santa Fe, NM
special consideration to Effectiveness, 87504. (505) 984-2268.
Safety and the Personalities of individual
users (ESP) and the method best suited to A LESBIAN PARADISE-Charming 19
each personality. Published by CHOICES room inn on 100 acres. Pool, hot tub, hikWomen's Medical Center, Inc. One-10 cop- ing/skiing trails. HIGHLANDS INN, Box
ies: $3.00 each; 10-25 copies: $2.50 each; 1180T, Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603) 869over 25 copies: $2.00 each.
3978. Grace & Judi, Innkeepers.
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HEALTH RETREAT. Relax...enjoy...learn
in sunny desert area. Revitalization programs at WE CARE HEALTH CENTER, the
ultimate in wellness, spirituality, and awareness education. Yoga, massage, fasting,
nutrition, colon hygiene, emotional-spiritual-physical cleansing. 18000 Long Canyon Rd., ISS, Desert Hot Springs, CA
92240; call (619) 251-2261.

HIPPOCRATES
HEALTH ENCOUNTER
Amerlca'e Flrel i F l n n l Vegetarian Rmort
O.toMlfy, Reduce Slreea, En|oy Lite

r

(407) 471~S(76
1443 Palmdale Court
W i n Palm Beach. FL 33411

f

EDUCATION
THE WOMEN'S ACTION ALLIANCE
BOOKS

MAGAZINES, A JOURNAL, PHOTOS AND RE-

TIONS FOR WOMEN. NON-SEXlST CHILDREARING. SEXMUCH MORE FORTHCOMING BRIEFING PAPERS ON
ISSUES OF IMPORTANCE TO WOMEN FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION WRITE CATALOG DEPT.. THE WOMEN'S
ACTION ALLIANCE. 37O LEXINGTON AVE.. SUITE 6O3.

NY. NY IOO17

WISE WOMAN CENTER healing retreats, workshops, apprenticeships, Free
brochure, POB 64 01, Woodstock, NY
12498.
ASSOCIATION OF VETERINARIANS
FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS. Veterinarians addressing ethical issues surrounding the use
of nonhuman animals. Contact AVAR, 15
Dutch Street, Suite 500-A, New York, NY
10038. (212) 962-7055.
MARGARET SANGER was a Socialist.
Why aren't you? Socialist Party USA, 516 W.
25th St. #404, New York, NY 10001.
THE WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER. The
only national organization speaking directly
to the health and safety needs of working
women. For info on memberships and subscriptions to WOHRC NEWS quarterly contact: WOHRC, 117 St. John's Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217, (718) 230-8822.
WOMEN'S INSTITUTE FOR FREEDOM OF THE PRESS, 3306 Ross Place,
N.W., Washington, DC 20008. (202) 9667783. Nonprofit, tax-exempt association of
women to improve and expand the communications media, nationally and internationally, especially to communicate more
women's information. Research, publishing, special projects. Contact: Martha Leslie Allen, Director.
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NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
FOR WOMEN

NAT.ONXT

"SST

QUEENS

CHAPTER

P.O. BOX 7321
FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352

THE WISHING WELL, established in
1974. Women loving women, write/meet
through this beautiful alternative to "The
Well of Loneliness." Supportive, prompt,
confidential (Codes used). Hundreds of
current members' descriptions; photos, letters, poetry, resources and more. Intro copy
$5 (discreet, first class mail). FREE information: Box 713090, Santee, CA 92072-3090.
Bouquets to On the Issues lor its excellence and to
CHOICES Women's Medical Center, Inc. for publishing
it.
Royal Garden Florist Corp.
99-15 Queens Blvd.
Forest Hills, NY 11374
718-459-6333

(718)428-4219

COUNSELING
WOMEN'S PSYCHOTHERAPY REFERRAL SERVICE. An organization of nonsexist therapists that will match you with a
therapist who can work best with you. Referrals to qualified feminist professionals.
(212) 595-6655.

Congratulations to On the Issues for a consistently fine
publication.
Apple Linen Service, Inc.
Complete linen supply to the medical profession.
155-45 Linden Blvd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11434

(718)659-4990

1
COPYTEX CORPORATION

SERVICES

SHARP COPIERS &
FAX MACHINES
We wish continued success to
On the Issues
in its goal to create a better world for all.
Gold Brand Food Products, Inc.
37 Montrose Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11206

SERVING THE NEW YORK
METROPOLITAN AREA
(212) 324-5290
(914) 592-3590

FILMS & VIDEO
" M H : ON THE ISSUES", Merle Hoffman's cable TV feminist talk show featuring
guests and topics of vital concern to women
is available on %" or VHS as single tapes or
the entire series of 10. Single Tapes $40.00
purchase, Series: $275.00 purchase c/o
ON THE ISSUES or phone the Public Relations Dept. at 718-275-6020.
CELEBRATE W O M E N ' S HISTORY
MONTH with FILMS & VIDEOS: ONE
FINE DAY-/Herstorical & TAKE THE
POWER—/Today's Women; Write:
ISHTAR, Box 51, Patterson, NY 12563(914)
878-3561. ISHTAR FILMS is CORRECTLY
LOCATED AT 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Ste.
623, Hollywood, CA 90028.

FIGHT ANTI-CHOICERS

WITH

KNOWLEDGE. "Abortion: A Different
Light", produced by Merle Hoffman in
1982, explores the ethical, religious, political and sociological aspects of abortion
with honesty and candor. Seven former
abortion patients tell their stories movingly
and honestly; pro-choice activists and attorneys are interviewed in depth; anti-choicers
are also given a chance to air their views.
This video puts the focus of the abortion
issue where it belongs—on women. Available in Beta, VHS or % " cassettes. $350
purchase, $75 rental. Costs will be waived
for fledgling or struggling feminist organizations but $25 to cover postage and handling must be remitted. CHOICES, 97-77
Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY 11374. (718)
275-6020, Ext. 467.

ISSUES

Selling Socially
Responsible
Products, Concepts
or Services?

Then ON THE ISSUES! classifieds are
well worth your consideration. Four
times a year ON THE ISSUES reaches
over 150,000 active and caring readers.
Try us. You will find ON THE ISSUES
classifieds the most effective means to
reach a whole new audience.
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RATES:
Classifieds: $5.00 per line, 3-line
minimum (40 characters or spaces per
line, including punctuation).
Display Classifieds: $40 per columninch (2%" wide; 3x rate $35).
Please enclose your check with your ad
copy and send to: ON THE ISSUES,
97-77 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, NY
11374, Attention: Ad Director. For more
information call (718) 275-6020.
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Run BY women FOR women
A N.Y State licensed facility
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Since 1971
Merle Hoffman, Founder/President

Choices

Women's Medical Center Inc.

The highest quality medical treatment in a positive, supportive and educational
environment. We make feminist concepts a reality.
All Women's Reproductive and Gynecological Services including Sonograp_hy_.
At CHOICES all patients are encouraged to practice "Patient Power", a participatory
approach to healthcare, conceived and instituted by Merle Hoffman.

Patient Power
1 . Patient Power is the right to question your doctor.
2. Patient Power is not being intimidated by the m e d i c a l
establishment.
3. Patient Power is m a k i n g medicine work for you.
4. Patient Power is knowledge of the power of your own will to health.
5. Patient Power is awareness of available m e d i c a l choices.
6. Patient Power is assertive questioning of the m e d i c a l system.
Medicaid

Blue Cross

1199

7. Patient Power is knowing all your options.
8. Patient Power is being informed of your rights a n d
responsibilities.
9. Patient Power is c o m p a r i s o n s h o p p i n g for doctors a n d drugs.
10. Patient Power is being a n informed consumer.
1 1 . Patient Power is Integrity a n d responsibility.
12. Patient Power is a discipline of self awareness.
Visa

Mastercard

Amex

Open Mon. - Sat.

718/275-6020
97-77 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11374

Choices
Women's Medical Center, Inc.
97-77 Queens Boulevard
Forest Hills, New York 11374

(718) 275-6020
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